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Introduction
WallsMap is a tool for managing geographical data inventories, where text, images, and links
to information are associated with sets of coordinates. It's often convenient to be able to operate on such data by browsing a map. Like other Geographic Information System (GIS) viewers, the program treats each map document as a set of overlapping data layers. Among its
unusual features is the ability to open multiple maps, or layer sets, so that they can be viewed
together in a synchronized fashion as shown here:
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The program also functions as an editor of vector data (shapefiles) and as a viewer of many
kinds of graphics files, not just geographic imagery. A possibly unique feature is support for
memo fields in shapefiles. Memo fields provide a non-proprietary way to store large quantities
of variable-length data, such as entire reports in rich text format. Clicking a memo field's button might invoke either the built-in text editor or a thumbnail-image browser that lets you manage sets of photos or scanned documents.

The program will also recognize and automatically update a set of specially-named fields for
storing location data and created/updated timestamps. My intent with these features and
those planned is to develop a tool for managing geographical databases suitable for many
purposes, but one that non-GIS specialists can quickly learn to use.
To begin, please review the Getting Started section. Many features can be discovered by exploring the menus and dialogs using the mouse, but this overview is pretty much essential.
Among the things easy to overlook are the several kinds of windows you can open and keep
open while examining a map. Those windows are all resizable and can be moved to a second
display.
WallsMap is being actively developed, so any suggestions you can make will be appreciated.
David McKenzie
davidmck@austin.rr.com
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Getting Started
· Setup: When the setup for WallsMap is run, the executable (WallsMap.exe) is copied to
whichever application folder you select. Also two file associations are set up: WallsMap pro© 2018 David McKenzie
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ject files (layerset files) have extension NTL while WallsMap-specific image files have extension NTI. Later you may want to also associate the SHP extension with WallsMap using
the Open With dialog in Windows Explorer.
· Open Sample: Normally setup will finish by creating a program link on your desktop and
automatically opening a sample project. Also, by default, whenever you run the program it
will open the last loaded project file and present a map view covering all visible layers. The
Preferences menu offers options for specifying whether or not the last project opens automatically, and, for an open project, whether or not the last view extent is restored each time
it's opened.

· Open Layers Window: To see what image files and shapefiles exist as layers, open the
Layers/Properties window by clicking on a toolbar icon as shown here:

This window is resizable and can optionally stay open and serve as a legend as you browse
the map. You can use the window for adding, deleting, and rearranging layers (by left-dragging with the mouse), and for toggling their visibility via the checkboxes. The rendering order for map display is from the bottom of the list to the top, meaning that imagery for a layer
can obscure that of any layers beneath it.
© 2018 David McKenzie
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When a layer is highlighted (see TSS Caves above), two buttons on the right panel open
dialogs for fine tuning how the layer's information is processed. A Symbols dialog lets you
specify colors and shapes for lines and symbols, labeling options, and other settings affecting the layer's appearance. For point shapefiles you can also specify, in the same dialog,
which attribute fields are searched by default for selection purposes. For all layers you can
limit their display and/or labeling to a specific Scale range. (See Setting Display Attributes.)
When a raster image layer is highlighted, the Symbols button is relabeled Opacity. It opens
the Raster Image Opacity dialog for specifying how transparent the layer should be when
rendered. In the above example a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) image is assigned an opacity of 30%, causing it to produce a 3D effect for the topographic map image (DRG) immediately below it in the layer sequence. (The DEM also supplies elevation information for the
program.)
If map layers are grouped into folders and subfolders, you can expand or collapse tree
branches by double-clicking. By using folders we simplify the displayed list of layers, making it much easier to control the visibility of groups of related files. Also, scale range settings
can be quickly applied to an entire branch. You'll find options for creating folders in the rightclick context menu for a selected tree item. Up to 8 levels of depth are supported.

The visibility of layers within a tree branch depends on their own checked status as well as
that of their parent folders. A bold checkmark indicates that the layer will display when the
map's scale is in the allowable range. For point shapefiles, a bold checkmark also indicates
they are available for selection by text search assuming you haven't disabled them for text
searches in the Symbols dialog for point features.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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· Examine Different Layer Types: The top several layers in the above example have
colored symbols next to their checkboxes that identify them as shapefiles, the most widelysupported vector format for GIS. Typically you'll find point shapefiles, polygon shapefiles,
and polyline shapefiles, the last two having their own characteristic symbol shape. Farther
down in the tree you'll find georeferenced raster image files, which have associated (often
embedded) information allowing them to be positioned accurately on a map.
Each shapefile is actually a set of at least three file components with the same base name
but with specific extensions: a .SHP component containing the geometry (sets of points with
geographical coordinates representing a feature), a .SHX component providing indexed access to the SHP, and a .DBF component storing a table of feature attributes that users can
examine or edit. According to ESRI's shapefile technical description, the DBF component is
a standard dBase file (evidently dBase-III), with an unspecified number of fields and with no
restrictions on field type. Many programs are able to open it, including Microsoft Access.
Besides these required components, a shapefile might also have a projection file with extension .PRJ identifying the coordinate system, a .DBT component (required if memo fields
are present), and possibly some components that are application specific. For example, this
program will look for an optional .TMPSHP component containing field descriptions, editing
requirements (such as alternative values to appear in drop-down lists), and instructions for
initializing fields in new records. (See Template File Format.) It can also create a .DBE
component, convenient for selecting edited features for review.
When you browse a folder for a layer to add, you'll normally see just the .SHP file names listed, along with all supported raster image files. You needn't be concerned about the other
shapefile components except when transporting or backing up your project.
· Download Raster Images: The supported raster image types include GeoTIFF (.TIFF and
.TIF), JPEG (.JPG), JPEG2000 (.JP2, .J2K, and .JPC), Enhanced Compressed Wavelet
(.ECW), MrSID (.SID) and files with extensions .PNM, .PPM, .BMP, .GIF, and .PNG. There
are dozens of additional GIS formats supported by the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library
(GDAL) the program uses, but not all are enabled. Finally, there is a raster format with extension .NTI that's specific to WallsMap. Note that files with these extensions are most often not georeferenced, in which case the program behaves like an image viewer and opens
them in separate, non-layered document windows. As with type SHP, you may find it useful
to associate some of these image types with WallsMap. (To do this, right-click the file name
in Windows Explorer, select "Open width..." from the context menu, and select WallsMap
as the "program to open this kind of file.")
See Available Background Imagery for a list of NTI files you can download and use as backgrounds in Texas projects.
· Explore the Map: Use the toolbar controls or the right-click context menu to zoom and pan
the map view. The mouse scroll wheel is convenient for zooming in and out, and there's a
preference setting to control the type of zoom (same as in Google Maps by default). You
can double-click inside a map window to toggle between the arrow cursor, which allows
drag-box zooming, and the hand cursor, which allows panning. You can also zoom to specific resolutions via the right-click context menu. More conventionally, you can zoom via the
toolbar buttons labeled "+" and "-", but I find this less convenient than the other methods.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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Note that map views of georeferenced data will have a scale bar. Right click on the scale
bar to toggle between types of units:

Also shown above is the program's status line, which normally displays information about
the mouse pointer's geographical location (geodetic datum and both UTM and lat/long coordinates when known), the dimensions and color-depth of the topmost image at that location, the percent zoom for that image (at 100%, 1 screen pixel equals 1 image pixel), and finally the map's scale assuming your screen resolution is 96 dots-per-inch. If there is elevation data at that location, an elevation in feet or meters will replace the image dimensions.
· Select Features by Location: To view or edit the attributes of point features shown on the
map, right-click on a plotted symbol and choose Select points near... from the context
menu.

Alternatively, to select all features in a rectangular area on the map, click the toolbar icon
with small white arrow and drag open a rectangle. (You can double-click to restore the arrow cursor.)

· Select Features by Attribute Value: A second way to select features is by searching specified attribute fields for text. Clicking the binocular toolbar icon opens a Text Search Operations dialog with some often-needed option settings, such as restricting the search to the
map window's current extent. The dialog's find box also has a list of recently searched-for
text items. Settings in this dialog won't affect searches via the find box at the bottom of the
Selected Points window (see below). Searches done from there are not case sensitive, and

© 2018 David McKenzie
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they only examine the particular attribute fields set as searchable by default for the visible
shapefile layers.

· Examine Attributes of Selected Items: When you select features using any of these
methods the resizable Selected Points window will immediately open if not already open. It
allows you to edit or view both locations and attributes, and also perform operations via two
right-click context menus. One menu is for a selected record (below left) and the other is for
all records selected in a particular shapefile (below right):

The Selected Points window can stay open as you browse the map and perform other operations.
· View Multiple Point Features in Google Earth: Notice that in these menus, and also on
other context menus (map view and table view), there's an option that launches Google
Earth (GE) and puts one or more labeled placemarks on its map. If you choose Options instead of Fly direct from a submenu, the KML Options dialog lets you select the fields used
for constructing the descriptions that appear when the GE user clicks on a placemark icon
(example below). The icon size and style are also customizable. For more information
about this feature, see Google Earth (KML) Launch Options.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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· Center a Web Mapping Application at a Point: Another context menu choice is to open a
web mapping application in your browser, centered on the point or feature you've chosen.
This can be faster and more informative than using Google Earth when the goal is to inspect the roads, towns, and terrain surrounding a single generated placemark. A Preferences menu item named URL for Web Map Navigation lets you specify which application to
open and what kind of map to initially display. The application that's set up by default is
Acme Mapper. In addition to providing Google's standard map views, both it and a similar
application, Gmap4, can display GIS data of several different kinds. It also has an interface
that's convenient for grabbing coordinates for use in WallsMap, either for establishing new
features or for placing persistent marks on the map view (see next item). Only a single
copy/paste operation is needed.

· Center the Map or Capture Coordinates: An operation you'll likely perform often is navigating to a specific location on your map using a set of coordinates you've copied to the Win© 2018 David McKenzie
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dows clipboard from some source. For example, it could be the set N 31.04926 W
98.45982 shown above, or some other format the program recognizes, such as N 31 2' 57"
W 98 27' 35". Open the Center View on Point dialog by either clicking a toolbar button
(crosshair icon) or by right-clicking a point on the map and selecting that option from the
context menu:

When there's a recognizable coordinate pair on the clipboard, the Paste button will be enabled. The coordinate boxes will be initialized to either the position clicked on or the previous centered-on position if access was via the toolbar. A cross-shaped placemark is optionally produced that remains in place until the next centering operation. As in the Selected
Points dialog, which also supports copy/paste operations with coordinate pairs, you can
convert between coordinate systems.

· Open a Table View: Currently, only point features are selectable via the map, and only 2D
point shapefiles have editable geometry (locations). You can, however, open a spreadsheet
view of the attributes of any shapefile and perform spreadsheet-style edits. The normal way
to do this is by selecting the layer in the Layers/Properties window and clicking the Open
Table button. Alternatively, to open the table for a selected subset of records, right-click a
shapefile title in the Selected Points dialog and choose Open table for branch. You can then
perform a variety of operations on the table, among them sorting on columns and selecting
record subsets for export, possibly with specific columns hidden or rearranged. Be sure to
try out the two pop-up context menus, one by right-clicking the table's header and another
by right-clicking a selected row as shown here:

© 2018 David McKenzie
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Note in particular the four export functions. You can generate a KML file for the selected records and fly directly to them with Google Earth. (The "Locate at mapping site" option isn't
shown when more than one point is selected.) Similarly, you can export a new shapefile
while specifying various options as described in Exporting and Merging. That topic also describes the Copy selection to layer function, which allows you to copy records to another
loaded shapefile, even when their attribute structures aren't identical. Finally, the Export to
Excel spreadsheet function creates an XLS file and optionally opens it with Microsoft Excel
(or the associated program).

The table header's context menu offers fill and replace functions, a test for broken links in
memo fields, and a quick way to rearrange or hide columns (apart from direct dragging),
which can be useful when exporting either shapefiles or spreadsheets:

© 2018 David McKenzie
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You'll find that it's possible to have both the Selected Points window and several table
views open at once, perhaps displaying the same editable data. Records loaded in Selected Points are shown with a yellow tint in the table, with the specific record selected also
grayed. At the same time, the map view is navigable and will display any information that's
been committed. A pending new point will also be shown on the map.
· View Rich Text and Linked Image Files: All you'll find in the attribute tables of typical
shapefiles are fixed-length fields not exceeding 255 characters in length. I believe that's
simply because Esri has never supported memo fields in their GIS software. (Memos are a
valid dBase-III field type and consistent with ESRI's shapefile technical description.) A
memo field doesn't actually store its data in the DBF file component. It instead stores a 10digit pointer to a set of contiguous 512-byte blocks of data in a separate DBT component.
(See dBase format.) At least for us, this almost unlimited field capacity allows shapefiles to
serve as the file format for a lightweight geodatabase.
In table views and in the Selected Points window's right panel, memo fields appear as
pushbuttons, with text alongside indicating the type of content. If the memo is non-empty
and contains ordinary (ANSI) text, a leading portion of this text appears in gray to the button's right. If the memo instead contains rich text (RTF), the text fragment is enclosed in
braces. In either case, clicking the button opens the program's text editor, one that supports both kinds of text. Active internet and local file links can be embedded in the text.
There's one exception to this behavior. If ordinary text is formatted a special way, the program interprets the text as a set of image links. In that case, clicking the button opens the
program's image previewer, one that features a row of thumbnail images at the top of its
window.
All three memo types are represented in the cluster of memos shown below. (Out of view
are text, numeric, and logical fields whose fixed sizes are indicated by a white background.)

In this example, when you click on the MAPS button the image preview window shown below appears (or is refreshed):

© 2018 David McKenzie
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Normally you won't need to manually edit the image links. (The format is easy to deduce by
CTRL-clicking the button and viewing the text.) After you open an empty memo, a button
labeled "Image Mode" on the text editor's frame will, when clicked, replace the editor window with the image preview window -- empty except for a banner that describes how to add
images. Not mentioned is the fact that, in addition to drag-and-drop, you can cut-and-paste
files from Windows Explorer. WallsMap stores relative pathnames in the memo field
whenever possible -- relative, that is, to the folder containing the shapefile. This allows the
project to be easily transported as long as the image folders are included. (Internet links are
not yet supported by the image previewer.)
Be sure to examine the thumbnail panel's context menu. There are options for revising the
thumbnail caption and entering additional text to appear in pop-up windows, such as photo
credits. You can also enter a collection title that will appear to the right of the memo's button. Another option I use often is "Open containing folder", which positions Windows Explorer at the particular file.
The image preview itself, below the thumbnails, can't be zoomed or panned. It simply resizes to fit the resizable window while not exceeding the image's actual pixel dimensions. To
examine large images in greater detail you can click the Open File button (or double-click
the thumbnail). The program will then open the file as a separate document. You might not
notice it at first since it will likely be partially obscured by the preview window.
The image previewer generates thumbnails on the fly. If the original file is very large or of a
type not natively supported by WallsMap, you can use a feature that's illustrated in the
above example. The approach is to create a different file to actually preview, a raster image
with the same name as the original file but with the true extension tacked on at the end. In
this example we've loaded a KML file named O-9 Well.kml in Google Earth, took a screenshot and saved it alongside the KML file as O-9 Well.kml.jpg. When the thumbnail for the
image file is double-clicked, WallsMap recognizes the double extension and opens the KML
in Google Earth, the associated application. This feature works well with PDF documents
and video files where the user is likely to have a default viewer. (At least for now, the associated application is irrelevant if the original file is a supported image format. In that case it's
opened as a separate document within the same instance of WallsMap.)
One more feature of the previewer is worth noting. If you choose to open a raster image
that's georeferenced and compatible with the project, you're asked if it should be added as a
layer (and/or zoomed to) instead of opened as a separate document.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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· Generating NTI Files for Efficient Viewing: When you open a large graphics file (TIFF,
SID, etc.) with the intention of examining it often, you should convert it to the WallsMapspecific NTI format. You can access the NTI export dialog via either the file menu (for a
stand-alone file) or the "Export" button in the Layers window when the layer is highlighted.
This is an easy, normally quick operation that will result in less memory usage, higher quality display in some cases, and much faster performance due to the presence lower-resolution overviews. When converting aerial photography to NTI, you might try the JPEG2000
compression option at 5% or even 3%. It's unlikely you'll lose significant detail, particularly
with SID and ECW files that are highly compressed to begin with. For topographic map images, which normally use a 256-color palette, I've found that WebP compression at quality
80 gives good results. (For paletted images, only the overviews are lossy compressed.) For
more information, see Converting Images to NTI Format.

g Images to NTI Format
· Synchronized Viewing of Multiple Layer Sets: After opening two or more georeferenced
images or NTL projects try this: Tile the document windows vertically (there's a toolbar icon
for this), then right-click a window and select "Synchronize on Point" from the context menu.
(See top image in Introduction for a view of three synchronized projects.) While synchronized projects can have different coordinate systems (projection and datum), the program is
currently limited in that all image layers in a single project must have the same coordinate
system. (Datums NAD83 and WGS84 are treated as if they were equivalent.) Unlike
shapefile layers, raster image layers are not reprojected "on the fly" when they are added.

4

Available Background Imagery
Introduction
The sample Texas project contains a layered set of shapefiles, but no raster image layers.
You can use it in that condition, selecting individual points and launching Google Earth/Maps
to explore the surrounding topography, towns, and roads. With the addition of image layers,
however, you'll be able to view all your shapefile data against a background that's faster to
display and possibly of higher quality. Also, when inspecting aerial photography to retrieve coordinates for a feature, you'll likely get a more reliable result using a USGS Digital Orthophoto
Quadrangle (DOQ) instead of Google's imagery. Google Earth's displayed coordinates, while
typically accurate to within 6-10 meters, might be dozens of meters off. You can sometimes
see this when examining GE imagery obtained in different years.
Like many GIS viewers, WallsMap imposes a restriction regarding raster imagery that's
sometimes inconvenient: All raster files added to a single project must be georeferenced to
the same coordinate system. That's because on-the-fly reprojection of raster data can't be implemented very efficiently. It can make more sense to convert the imagery you need just
once, using other tools, rather than slow down the viewing process. Furthermore, at this stage
in its development WallsMap recognizes only four combinations of geodetic datum and projection type: WGS84 (equivalently NAD83) or NAD27, and Lat/Long degrees or UTM meters.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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So images using other coordinate systems, such as Texas Sate Plane, have to be converted
anyway.
Shapefiles are more flexibly handled since their geometry can be efficiently converted to the
required coordinate system during the display process. For example, if the first image you
add to the Texas project is a UTM zone 14 DOQ downloaded from TNRIS, the entire set of
shapefiles will be displayed as if they had been reprojected to UTM zone 14. (The outline of
Texas will immediately acquire a noticeably different shape.) Thereafter, if you wanted to add
a Lat/Long image, you would need to remove any UTM images first. The program can
provide the necessary prompts because coordinate system info is stored in the image file's
header.
A possible workaround for this limitation is to select File | Save As to create a copy of the project file with a new name, then use it to display UTM imagery. That way you could add UTM
DOQs to a functionally equivalent UTM Texas project. If not opened at the same time in different program instances, different projects can share the same set of shapefiles. Alternatively,
if you have the right software tools (e.g., ArcGIS, Global Mapper, gdalwarp) you can reproject
the imagery after downloading it.

TSS Resources
NTI Files Available for Texas Projects
Except where noted, the image data described here use the NAD83 (or WGS84) Lat/Long coordinate system and can be added directly to the Texas project as long as no image with a
different projection is already present. Note that the exe files are self-extracting archives. You
just need to execute each one while specifying a folder, such as Texas_NTI, to store the contained files. When you add one of the large NTI files to the project for the first time, you might
be notified that a one-time expansion of file size is necessary. This process of adding lowerresolution "overviews" shouldn't take more than a couple of minutes. (To avoid this prompt
with each such addition, you can download and extract all the archives first, then add the layers as a group -- for example, by selecting and dragging multiple NTI files from a Windows
Explorer window to the Layers window of your open project.)

DEM and DRG Layers for the Texas Hill Country
This section lists downloadable image archives for 23 rectangular regions covering a total of
1177 USGS 7.5' quadrangles in Texas. You can choose which of these layers to download
and add to your project, but the program's performance shouldn't suffer noticeably if you include them all. The self-extracting archives each contain a single NTI image made up of tiled
topographic maps, Digital Raster Graphics (DRGs), along with a 1/3 arc-second Digital Elevation Model (DEM) layer covering the same region. The original image quality of the scanned
USGS topos downloaded from TNRIS is preserved. (At full resolution the compression
method is lossless).
The DEM layer is comprised of two files: an NTI image that you explicitly add to the project
and an optional NTE file that the program will automatically access to retrieve elevations.
© 2018 David McKenzie
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When made partially transparent the NTI component can add an attractive 3D shading to an
underlying topographic map image. (See screenshot below.) The NTE component, if present,
allows elevations to be shown on the status line as you move the mouse cursor over its area
of coverage. (You can choose feet or meter units for the display.) Another benefit is that elevation fields for new or relocated shapefile records are automatically initialized if that option
was specified in the shapefile's template component. (See Location-dependent Initialization.)
The availability of elevations won't depend on the DEM layer's visibility setting or its position
in the Layers window; only its existence in the project is necessary. With a DEM present and
the topos visible, for example, you can see how well the displayed elevations match the contour lines.

In the above screenshot the DEM layer is displayed with 30% opacity above a USGS topographic map (DRG) to provide a shaded effect. The 100% indicated on the status line, therefore, applies to the DEM layer's zoom level. The corresponding zoom level of the underlying
DRG is about 38%.
The image below shows the locations of the 23 DEM/DRG datasets currently available for
download. Each rectangular region is covered by two image layers as described above: a
grayscale 1/3 arc-second DEM image (with associated NTE elevation file) and a DRG image
consisting of tiled topographic maps.

© 2018 David McKenzie
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The datasets are self-extracting archives. If all are downloaded, they will occupy 10.7 GB of
hard disk space when expanded. More than half of this, however, is claimed by the NTE files
whose only role is to provide elevations for display on the status line and for dynamically initializing elevation fields. If you don't need these capabilities, simply delete the NTE file after
it's extracted from a downloaded archive.
Ø19 quads (El Paso)
El_Paso-19.exe (50 MB)
Ø57 quads (Hudspeth)
Hudspeth-57.exe (150 MB)
Ø110 quads (Culberson, N Jeff Davis)
Culberson-110.exe (290 MB)
Ø69 quads (Presidio, S Jeff Davis)
Presidio-69.exe (229 MB)
Ø110 quads (Loving, Pecos, Reeves, Ward, Winkler)
Pecos-Reeves-110.exe (205 MB)
Ø118 quads (Brewster)
Brewster-118.exe (386 MB)
Ø63 quads (Terrell, E Pecos )
Terrell-63.exe (210 MB)
Ø42 quads (Upton, E Crane, N Pecos)
Upton-42.exe (83 MB)
Ø42 quads (Reagan, W Irion, N Crocket)
Irion-Reagan-42.exe (90 MB)
Ø42 quads (Tom Green, E Irion, N Schleicher)
Tom Green-42.exe (119 MB)

© 2018 David McKenzie
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Ø42 quads (Concho, McCulloch, N Menard)
McCulloch-42.exe (126 MB)
Ø42 quads (San Saba, Mills, W Lampasas)
San_Saba-42.exe (135 MB)
Ø42 quads (Bell, Coryell, E Lampasas)
E_Aquifer_Farnorth.exe (128 MB)
Ø36 quads (Crockett, N Val Verde)
Crockett-36.exe (147 MB)
Ø42 quads (Sutton, S Schleicher)
Sutton-42.exe (119 MB)
Ø42 quads (Kimble, S Menard)
Kimble-42.exe (127 MB)
Ø42 quads (Gillespie, Llano, W Blanco, E Mason)
Gillespie-42 (142 MB)
Ø42 quads (Travis, N Hays, S Burnet, E Blanco, W Williamson)
E_Aquifer_North.exe (158 MB)
Ø39 quads (S Val Verde)
Amistad_Area.exe (162 MB)
Ø42 quads (S Edwards, N Kinney, W Real, NW Uvalde)
E_Aquifer_Farwest.exe (149 MB)
Ø42 quads (Bandera, S Kerr, NW Medina, E Real, NE Uvalde)
E_Aquifer_West.exe (102 MB)
Ø36 quads (E Bandera, N Bexar, S Blanco, W Comal, Kendall, NE Medina)
E_Aquifer_Central.exe (151 MB)
Ø16 quads (E Comal, S Hays)
E_Aquifer_Central-East.exe (38 MB)

GE
Geologic Map Images with Associated Shapefiles
ØGeologic Atlas of Texas (GAT)
GAT_250K.nti (434 MB)
This image covers the entire state and was assembled from the 38 map sheets making up
the Geologic Atlas of Texas (GAT). A convenient web interface for viewing the 1:250,000
scale maps, including margin information, is provided by the Texas Water Development
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Board. A polygon shapefile, with the GAT rock codes and other attributes, is contained in this
self-extracting archive:
GAT_250K.exe (331 MB, or 607 MB after extraction).
By adding it as an invisible project layer, with spatial indexing enabled, you can set up a point
shapefile to have a field dynamically initialized with codes like Ked that depend on a point's
location. (See Location-dependent Initialization in the Template File Format topic.)
ØMaps from the Geologic Database of Texas (GDOT)
GDOT_(4_NTI-SHP_sets).exe (161 MB)
These four layer sets (NTI with corresponding shapefile) were derived from the Geologic
Database of Texas, an Esri personal geodatabase available at the TNRIS website. In addition to the 1987-vintage GAT in vector form, the geodatabase contains several GIS databases
published by the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology. The layers chosen for this archive
cover four discontiguous regions, all but one mapped at scale 1:24,000.
· GDOT_Georgetown_1997-99: Most of the the western half of Williamson Co. and parts of
adjacent counties (16 7.5' quadrangles).
· GDOT_Austin_2002: Central Travis County (about ten 7.5' quadrangles), mapped at scale
1:62,500.
· GDOT_NewBraunfels_1997: Northern Bexar Co., all of Comal Co., and all but the northern
third of Kendall Co. (32 7.5' quadrangles).
· GDOT_DelRio_2001: An area surrounding Amistad Dam, Del Rio, and Laughlin AFB in Val
Verde Co. (9 7.5' quadrangles).
As with the statewide GAT, these layers and the ones from USGS below can be used for
automatic field initialization, with the GAT shapefile used as the fall-back. The NTI images,
when present in a project, can be toggled on as needed to view the surrounding surface geology.
ØGeologic Maps and Shapefiles Derived from USGS Publications
USGS_Texas_Geology_(4_NTI-SHP_sets).exe (82.2 MB)
The PDF-derived NTI images and shapefiles in this archive incorporate data from recent
USGS reports:
Map Showing Geology and Hydrostratigraphy of the Edwards Aquifer Catchment Area, Northern Bexar County, South-Central Texas
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1008/
Geologic Map of the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone, South-Central Texas
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/2005/2873
Geologic Map of the Edwards Aquifer and Related Rocks in Northeastern Kinney and Southernmost Edwards Counties, South-Central Texas
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/3105/
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Geologic Map of Big Bend National Park, Texas
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/3142/

Miscellaneous High-Resolution Imagery
ØGovernment Canyon State Natural Area
GCSNA_15cm_2010.nti (285 MB, expands to 409 MB when opened)
This 15-cm resolution aerial image covers a 7.5 km by 9 km rectangle in NW Bexar County.
It was extracted using the USGS National Map Viewer, converted from UTM to a Lat/Long,
and exported as an NTI file using 3% JPEG2000 compression. Metadata lists Jan 2010 as the
acquisition date.
ØSpring Branch Area
Spring Branch_15cm_2010.nti (125 MB)
This image covers a 3 km by 4.5 km section of the Spring Branch karst area in Comal and
Kendall counties. Its top-right edge is aligned with the northern boundary of the San Antonio
area 0.15-m imagery acquired during Jan-May of 2010. (See map of boundary below.) Its topleft corner and far left edge (about 20%) had to be constructed from 1-meter imagery of the
same time period.
ØHoney Creek State Natural Area
Honey Creek_15cm_2010.nti (212 MB, expands to 308 MB when opened)
Another 15-cm resolution image covering a 9 km by 6 km region on the border between
Kendall and Comal counties. It encompasses the known extent of Honey Creek Cave, the
longest cave in Texas.
ØCedar Park Cave Area
CedarPark_15cm_2009.nti (151 MB)
This 5.5 km x 4.4 km area encompasses several cave preserves in southern Williamson
County. The area contains numerous caves despite it being densely developed.
ØLake Belton Area of Ft Hood
Ft_Hood_Lake_Belton.nti (346 MB, expands to 492 MB when opened)
This is an attractive 0.3-meter resolution aerial photo covering NW Ft Hood and most of Lake
Belton.
ØAmistad Lake Area Landsat
Amistad_Lake_Area_Landsat.nti (2.4 MB)
This is a 26.8 meter/pixel, USGS Landsat image covering southern Val Verde County. It's of
higher quality than the one for all of Texas (below) and shows a dramatically lower lake level.
ØLandsat 7 image of Texas
texas_landsat.nti (266 MB, expands to 377 MB when opened)
This image was created earlier than April 2006. It's an attractive background but perhaps less
useful now that more recent and higher quality imagery can be easily accessed via Google
Earth and web mapping sites using the program's "fly to" feature. Like the other files in this
section, it would need to be removed prior to adding a downloaded UTM image.
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Online Resources
TNRIS - Texas Natural Resources Information System
From the TNRIS Data Search and Download page you can select a county or quadrangle and
download any of several types of georeferenced images. Among them are 1-meter resolution
Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quads (DOQQs) from the National Agriculture Imagery Program
(NAIP). The latest version of this imagery, dated 2010, is provided in two formats. The betterquality version uses the JPEG2000 format (extension JP2) and covers the standard DOQQ
area, which is 1/4 of a USGS 7.5' quadrangle. The same imagery is also available in the form
of Compressed County Mosaics (CCMs), which are very large Multi-resolution Seamless
Image Database (MrSID) images (extension SID) covering an entire county. I don't recommend the latter because of their size (typically more than a gigabyte), fewer colors, and lower
overall quality. The CCMs are compressed 15:1 whereas the individual DOQQs are compressed 5:1. (The TNRIS site states that uncompressed GeoTIFF DOQQs are available by
special request.)
Another DOQQ choice worth considering are half-meter resolution photos obtained in Sept
2008, with each zip archive containing both a 3-band Natural Color (NC) JP2 file and a 3band Color Infrared (CIR) JP2 file. A sample of the NC version is shown at the bottom of this
page. All DOQQs at TNRIS are projected to UTM (NAD83) and can be read directly by WallsMap.
Two versions of scanned USGS 7.5' topos, with their collars trimmed, are also available at
the same download page. Unfortunately, neither would be compatible with any Lat/Long
NAD83 image layers in a WallsMap project. That's because one version is Lat/Long NAD27
(same as the paper original) and the other version is UTM NAD83. To produce the DEM/DRG
images, I used Global Mapper to assemble and reproject a grid of NAD27 quads to produce a
seamless Lat/Long, NAD83 geoTIFF. I then used WallsMap to create an NTI image. (The
JPEG2000 method at 10% compression ratio was chosen for each NTI export, but since the
USGS topos are 256-color images, the program uses lossy compression only for the overviews. There is no quality loss at zoom levels greater than 50%.)

USGS - United States Geological Survey
The USGS National Map web page introduces the National Map Viewer, an interactive web
application that supports the direct download of various kinds of GIS files. (This application
replaces the Seamless Server, which was retired on July 31, 2012.) For example, you can
download the 15-cm resolution orthoimagery that's available for certain regions of Texas. The
yellow outlines in the image below show several such regions in early 2011, with red dots indicating Texas Speleological Survey cave locations. For the San Antonio region, the most recent 15-cm data was acquired in 2010. I found that when you use the viewer to select an area
for obtaining 15-cm imagery you'll be emailed links to a set of zip files. Each zip, about 250
MB in size, will store an uncompressed geoTIFF covering a 1500 m x 1500 m region. The file
will be georeferenced UTM zone 14, NAD83.
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The National Map Viewer also provides access to a 70-km wide band of 0.3-meter orthoimagery covering the US-Mexico border. It extends about 45 km into Texas and is perhaps the
best imagery available for this region, which includes the areas surrounding Lake Amistad. In
the places I've checked, this UTM imagery is of much higher quality than what you can currently see in Google Earth.
Another important data type available for download are 1/3 arc-second National Elevation
Dataset (NED) files in ArcGrid format. Each zip is about about 360 MB in size and contains
data covering a square degree. The data must be converted to NTI / NTE file sets before they
can be used in WallsMap for elevation retrieval and 3D shading. (I haven't documented the
conversion method, but will soon.) 1/9 arc-second NED files are also becoming available for
parts of Texas.
The USGS is also offering topographic maps at the National Map - US Topo website. Both old
and new topo editions are being provided as GeoPDFs, with the latest releases being in vector format. Unfortunately, much of the interesting detail found on the older topo sheets (minor
contours, houses, names of steams, canyons, etc.) is missing from the vector versions, which
were designed to be viewed superimposed on an orthoimage layer in the PDF. The good
news is that while the GeoPDFs containing the older editions don’t have an orthoimage, the
several that I've downloaded have high-resolution scans of the original topo sheet. The pixel
resolution of a 7.5' topo image obtained at TNRIS, for example, is 5259 x 5259. The scan of
that same sheet in the GeoPDF has a resolution of 13695 x 13695.
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CAPCOG - Capital Area Council of Governments
At CAPCOG's Geospatial Data page, you can download a variety of shapefile and image data
for ten Texas counties: Bastrop, Blanco, Burnet, Caldwell, Fayette, Hays, Lee, Llano, Travis,
and Williamson. Both the shapefiles and images at CAPCOG have to be converted from
State Plane (Texas Central Zone) to either UTM or Lat/Long for use in the Texas WallsMap
project. Also, when I last checked the site, the best available imagery was in the form of
lossy-compressed MrSID files.
Below is a typical 60 m x 75 m aerial view, with CAPCOG's 2009 6-in imagery (top-left)
alongside USGS 2006 6-in imagery for the Austin area (top-right). Note that CAPCOG's
MrSID file contains artifacts from lossy compression whereas the USGS TIFF file is uncompressed and has a better color range. (Both are shown at 100% zoom.) The bottom two images show the 0.50-meter DOQQ available at TNRIS (left) and Google Earth imagery dated
Nov 2009 (right). This comparison was done with imagery obtained in early 2011.
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Limitations
· Although the editing of the attribute fields of most shapefile types is fully supported, the editing of geometry (locations) is supported only for 2D point shapefiles. This means that
there's no support yet for drawing or editing polygon or polyline shapes. (For that I would
suggest the free and highly-versatile Quantum GIS.) Two relatively uncommon shapefile
types, Multipoint and Multipatch, are also not supported.
· A shapefile with memo field attributes is unlikely to be read properly by another GIS program, the reason being that ESRI's software has never supported them. (Some GIS viewers, but not ArcView, will tolerate the presence of memo fields while simply ignoring the
DBT file containing their data.) Many database programs, however, can read and write DBF
files with memo fields, so they can be involved when information needs to be exchanged.
When a point shapefile is exported, the geographical coordinates are easily included in the
set of attributes, making the DBF component self-contained. WallsMap can export an Excel
spreadsheet (type XLS) where the memos have been converted, possibly with truncation,
to fixed-length text fields.
· Even when extended with memo fields, shapefiles are not as flexible as some proprietary
GIS formats. Field names are restricted to 10 characters (one or more uppercase letters followed by digits or underscores). A fixed-length field can't store more than 254 characters.
The record is limited to 255 fields with a maximum total length of 4000 characters. Neither
the SHP component nor the DBF component can exceed 2 GB in size, which, for a 2D
point shapefile, imposes a theoretical limit of about 76 million records. The DBT file that
stores memo field data has a theoretical size limit of about 2 TB.
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· Although you can have multiple instances of the program running at once, they can't have
the same project (NTL file) open, nor can their projects contain the same shapefile layers
unless the layers are set to be non-editable. The program enforces these restrictions.
· You are allowed to have multiple projects (layer sets), open in the same program instance;
however, when two or more such projects share the same shapefile, editing of that
shapefile will only be allowed in one of them, the one that first opened the shapefile as an
editable layer. In the other projects the shapefile will only be displayable, but it will at least
show the effects of any edits.

6

Setting Display Attributes
Symbols for Point Features
Display of Polygons or Polylines
Image Opacity
Scale Ranges for Display

6.1

Display of Point Features
When a point shapefile is highlighted in the Layers window, either double-clicking its title or
clicking the Symbols button in the right panel brings up a dialog for specifying how it is displayed on screen and how its records are selected for editing or review. These settings will be
preserved in the project file.
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You can experiment with the controls that affect map display by making changes, then clicking the Apply button to see their effect on the map view. Some controls that may need explanation are as follows:
Opacity - If less than 100%, the layer will have some degree of transparency, allowing layers
below it in the Layers window to show through.
Line Width and Total Size - The units are screen pixels.
Use Markers and Use Labels - When a box has a bold check mark, the Toggle marker display or Toggle label display button on the program's toolbar will be functional for this shapefile
depending on the layer's scale range settings. A gray check mark causes display to be controlled only by the scale range settings. An empty check box disables display, regardless of
settings elsewhere. Initially, when a point shapefile is added to the project, markers will be enabled (initialized to a randomly-colored, square symbol) and label display will be disabled. So
you'll need to use this dialog to set up point labeling.
Text Field for Labels - Here you can choose from the list of attribute fields a suitable one for
labeling points. The label will also be used elsewhere to identify records, such as in the left
panel of the Selected Points window. The list will not include memo fields. (Although the program can export a shapefile containing only memo fields, the program will refuse to open it.)
Default Fields for Text Searches - These are the attribute fields examined when you perform a text search via the lower-left Find box in the Selected Points window. They are also the
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search fields used to initialize the Text Search Operations dialog. (Within that dialog you can
make changes that only affect searches done from there while the project is open.) Upon
layer addition the program makes searchable only the first non-memo attribute field, although
memos are also searchable. The Selectable by Text Search box is also initially checked. If
you uncheck it, the layer won't be examined in a text search regardless of the search field settings.

6.2

Display of Polygons or Polylines
Like a point shapefile, polygon and polyline shapefiles also have a Symbols dialog for controlling appearance, one that's accessed via the same button in the Layers Window's right
panel. Some of the controls are the same or similar to those in the corresponding dialog for
point features. One significant difference is the lack of predefined text search fields. That's because only point features are candidates for the Selected Points window, even though text
searches are supported for all shapefiles in table views. Another difference is that this dialog
has separate fill and outline opacity settings for polygons. Finally, while markers for points always have smooth outlines, there's an Antialiasing option for the lines and edges that you'll
normally want to enable. Upon layer addition it's disabled.
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The spatial indexing checkbox was recently added to the Symbols dialog for polygon
shapefiles. When enabled, the index won't be used for simply displaying the shapefile. It will
instead be used for determining which polygon contains a specific point, such as when initializing field values that depend on location. The speed-up is dramatic when a large shapefile is
used to initialize thousands of records during an export or database update. I suggest leaving
the index "depth" option set at 5.

6.3

Raster Image Opacity
When an image layer is highlighted in the Layers Window, an "Opacity" button replaces the
"Symbols" button in the right panel. That opens a dialog for specifying both overall image
opacity and a specific color to be treated as transparent. The dialog can also by opened by
right-clicking an image in the map view and choosing Opacity... from the pop-up menu. While
the dialog is open you can scroll and zoom the map view as you make adjustments.
Making a digital elevation model (DEM) image partially transparent, say by choosing an overall opacity setting of 30%, can add an attractive shaded effect to a scanned topographic map
just beneath it. Some examples of this are the topo/DEM file sets you can download for the
Texas Hill County.
Also, a transparent color can be chosen to hide the solid-color margins of tiled, partially-overlapping aerial photos that have been reprojected. An error tolerance for matching the transparent color can also be specified, which would likely be necessary if the images were lossy
compressed. (The "24-bit color images only" restriction doesn't apply to 8-bit paletted images
that have been JPEG2000-compressed to NTI format.)

When the the Preview box is checked, the screen map will dynamically reflect your changes
as you make adjustments. To actually change the layer's settings, however, you must click
the Accept button before closing the dialog or invoking it for a different image. When adjust© 2018 David McKenzie
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ing opacity, you may want to uncheck the Preview box to suppress the dynamic map updating. Then, by toggling the checkbox, you can more easily compare the potential appearance
with the one last accepted.

6.4

Scale Ranges for Display
The Scale Ranges dialog is accessed via a button in the right panel of the Layers window. It
allows you to specify, based on the map view's scale, when a selected layer is displayed and/
or labeled. It's applicable to any kind of layer, except that the controls for labeling are only enabled for non-images.
Note that by entering a smaller number in an edit box, you would be specifying a larger scale
(or corresponding zoom percentage) for the transition from labels to no labels. When setting
this up you can use as a guide the current map scale that's reported in the dialog:

Often, when scale ranges are specified for a shapefile, the Symbols dialog will have a gray
check mark in the "Use Labels" box at the top. This means that the "Toggle label display" button in the program's toolbar will have no effect on label display for this particular layer. It will
be controlled only by scale range. For point shapefiles the situation is the same for marker
display.
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Scale range settings can also be applied to an entire folder of layers. If this dialog is invoked
when a folder is selected in the Layers window, its settings are initialized to those of the first
(topmost) layer in the branch. If you then select OK, with or without further adjustments, the
settings will be applied to all layers in the branch and the map view will be updated as necessary.

7

Preference Settings
Dialogs for specifying various kinds of options, some document-specific and some programspecific, can be found by exploring the menus. Most of these should be self-explanatory, but
some deserve a help file topic with more details. So far there are only three topics in this section, all describing items in the Preferences menu.
URL for Web Map Navigation
Google Earth (KML) Launch Options
Name for Signing Timestamps

7.1

URL for Web Map Navigation
When a right-click context menu is invoked, the program sometimes presents two side-byside options for examining locations: one to launch Google Earth and another to access a
mapping site via your web browser. Choosing the latter can be more efficient when the goal
is to quickly explore the geography near a single placemark. The dialog shown below, accessed by selecting Options... in the pop-up submenu (or Preferences | URL for web map
navigation on the main menu), is where you specify the site's URL, an address string combined with map-related parameter settings:
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One of six suggested URL templates, all of which are customizable, can be selected from the
list. You might then modify the parameter values that determine initial zoom level and type of
map. For example, the first four templates, if unedited, will request a street-labeled aerial (hybrid) map at zoom level 17. Here we've chosen the OpenStreetMap URL without editing it. At
this point we can launch our browser with the selected URL. If the Save as Default... box is
checked, the selected list item is saved as the default for future fly-to operations. During the
program session the edits to that item will also be maintained.
If you choose to customize the list using the Update Item button, the list item itself, including
your edits, is preserved as a program setting. Similarly, the Restore Original button will replace the selected item with the program's built-in default at that list position. Obviously the
program's six built-in templates are subject to becoming obsolete. Note that when you use
these buttons, the list customization takes effect immediately, whether or not the dialog is
canceled.

Parameter Settings
If necessary, you can determine what URL parameters are supported by a mapping application by switching map views at the site and asking for a corresponding link. Below are the
codes needed for specifying an initial map type at the suggested sites (at least when I last
checked them). A recommended initial zoom level is also listed in some cases. If the map
type or zoom level is not available for the location you're exploring, a map of the wrong type
or an empty one might appear.
Acme Mapper, mapper.acme.com (my current preference)
&t=
M
Street map from Google (&z=16)
S
Satellite (aerial photo from Google) (&z=17)
H
Hybrid (aerial plus streets) (&z=17)
R
Terrain from Google (&z=14)
T
Topographic map from MyTopo (&z=15)
O
DOQ from USGS (&z=16)
N
NEXTRAD (NWS Doppler weather radars) (&z=7)
K
Mapnik (OpenStreetMap) (&z=16)
GMap4, www.mappingsupport.com
&t=
m
Street map from Google
s
Satellite (aerial photo from Google)
h
Hybrid (aerial plus streets ) (&z=17)
t1
Terrain from Google (default)
t2
Topographic map from MyTopo (USA 1:24,000 & Canada 1:50,000)
t3
Topographic map from USGS & Microsoft (USA 1:24,000)
Google Maps, maps.google.com
&t=
m
Street map from Google
k
Satellite (aerial photo from Google)
h
Hybrid (aerial plus streets) (&z=17)
p
Terrain from Google (default)
e
Google Earth plug-in
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Bing Maps, www.bing.com/maps/
&style=
r
Road view
a
Aerial view
h
Aerial view with labels (&lvl=17)
o
Bird's eye (oblique) view (&lvl=1 or 2)
b
Bird's eye (oblique) view with labels
u
Automatic
OpenSteetMap (OSM), www.openstreetmap.org
This is a very attractive street and road map covering the world's countries in varying degrees. It's a fast-growing, open source project with many contributors. The URL will zoom to
the location and attach an unlabeled placemark. The zoom level is specified with a #map
parameter as shown in the above image.
TxDOT's Statewide Planning Map, www.txdot.gov
A panel on the web page lists several map types which, like "Highway", can appear as the
next to last parameter in the URL. The last parameter is the zoom level, an integer 0-5. It centers the map at the specified coordinates without displaying a placemark. Depending on zoom
level, one can choose from a variety of map overlays, but they must be selected from the
panel.

Other Features of the Maps Worth Noting
Whereas Acme Mapper, Gmap4, and Google Maps all display Google's imagery, Bing Maps
obtains its data from Microsoft's repository. At times you may want to check both offerings.
Acme Mapper and Gmap4 can display the topographic maps available at www.myTopo.com,
and both have interfaces convenient for assigning new point locations in WallsMap by way of
a single cut-and-paste operation. At least Acme Mapper and Google Maps accept a placemark label embedded in the URL, with Acme Mapper supporting multiple labeled placemarks.
(WallsMap uses just one for now.)
TxDOT's Statewide Planning Map can display eight kinds of environmental overlays, including
major aquifers, watersheds, natural regions and sub regions. It's also a quick way to view and
retrieve the coordinates of Texas mile post markers. In fact, I'm not aware of another practical
way to get this info. (From the Map Overlays section of the panel, scroll down and select
"Markers.")
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Google Earth (KML) Launch Options

This dialog is accessed by selecting Preferences | Google Earth (KML) launch options on the
main menu. You may never need to access the dialog if you're satisfied with the KML export
defaults, and if the program successfully detects the presence of Google Earth (GE) on your
computer.
WallsMap, upon start-up, checks of the existence of either GE or GE Pro by examining certain key values in the Windows registry that current versions of GE set up when they are installed. There have been rare situations, however, when this method of detection has failed
due to conflicts with other software. If you encounter this problem, you'll need to use this dialog at least once to specify the full executable pathname for either GE or a comparable program -- that is, if you want to enable the "fly to" operations described below. GE is not required for simply exporting a KML file.
The option to create and open a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file centered at a specific
geographical location is offered in several places:
· Right-click anywhere on a map view. If and only if GE is installed, one of the pop-up menu
choices will be Fly to point in Google Earth. Selecting this will immediately create a KML
file, launch GE (if it's not already open), and center the GE view on the geographical location of the point clicked-on. An icon labeled "WallsMap_Pt" will be positioned there. Repeating the operation will have the effect of simply moving the icon and GE view to a new location.
· Right-click either a branch name (shapefile title) or a point feature label in the left panel of
the Selected Points Window. In each case, one of the menu items will be Locate in Google
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Earth. Beneath that will be a submenu with two choices: Fly direct and Options. The first
choice (assuming "Fly direct" is not replaced with a grayed-out "GE not installed") will export a relatively simple KML file containing either a single icon, labeled with the feature
name, or an entire group of labeled icons representing all features in the branch. The file is
then sent to GE, adding to what's already in view. The second choice, Options, will open
the KML Options dialog, allowing you to specify the KML pathname and which shapefile attribute values, besides labels, will be exported. Launching GE is optional in this case.
· The same Locate in Google Earth menu option is accessed by right-clicking a group of selected records in a Table View.
In this dialog, the range setting is the approximate minimum width of the view, in meters,
when the KML file is first opened by GE, or selected in the GE side panel. If there are multiple
point features in the file, all of their placemarks should initially occupy about two thirds of
either this range or whatever larger one is required for complete coverage. When a single
feature of the set is selected in the side panel, the view should zoom to the specified range,
with the feature centered and seen from a point directly above it. That is, you should not see a
tilted, or oblique view of the ground.
To prevent tilting of the view from occurring when zooming with the mouse, however, you
may need to open Google Earth's Tools | Options | Navigation dialog and specify Do not automatically tilt when zooming.
The KML file will contain one of the specified placemark icon URLs, the particular one used
depending on whether or not multiple points are being exported. This could be made more
flexible, but at least having two separate icons allows us to fly to a temporary point that's easily distinguishable from dozens of placemarks we may have exported earlier as a group. (The
icon for a loaded KML file is also easily changed within GE itself.) The default URLs shown
above should work with any KML viewing application as long as the URLs remain valid.
Google Earth, since it runs locally on your computer, should also be able to display custom
symbols defined with local file URLs, such as "file://C:/icons/custom.png." Evidently, that and
similar formats aren't recognized by the program (even if "%20" is substituted for spaces).
What does seem to work are ordinary pathnames with forward slashes and no spaces, such
as "C:/icons/custom.png." Of course, any KML file containing such a pathname wouldn't be
suitable for sending to others.
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Name for Signing Timestamps

When a shapefile contains either or both of the attribute fields named CREATED_ and
UPDATED_, the program will automatically use them to store a Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) timestamp indicating when a record was created and/or last edited. Appended to the
date and time data is the editor's name, or whatever name has been specified in a dialog similar to the one shown above. The above dialog is actually what pops up when a user attempts
to edit a record without having already supplied a non-blank name, either earlier in the session or in a previous session in which the "Preserve name across program sessions" box was
also checked. Normally, the Name for Signing Timestamps dialog is accessed via the
Preferences menu.

Enabling Advanced Features
Like the special location-related fields, the timestamp fields are controlled by the program and
can't ordinarily be directly edited. There is, however, a way for the database maintainer to get
around this limitation when timestamps need to be repaired, or if it's desired that a record be
edited while preserving the existing UPDATED_ timestamp. If the WallsMap executable is invoked with either the -TS_OPT or -TS_OPT-ON command-line option, this dialog will have
another check box labeled Suppress TS updates when modifying records and enable advanced features. If you use the second variant of this option, the box will be checked at the
start of each program session. Having it checked will not only suppress automatic updating of
the UPDATED_ field (except for new records); it will also remove the read-only status of fields
specified as being read-only in the shapefile's .tmpshp component. (For more information on
the special fields and their formats, see Template File Format.)
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Searching and Editing Shapefiles
Selection by Text Search
Editing Records
Entering Accented Characters
Selection Based on Edited Status

8.1

Selection by Text Search
The goal of a text search operation is to fill the left panel of the Selected Points window with
the list of all records whose attribute fields have text matching a target string. Once selected,
you can scroll the list, highlight a particular record by clicking its label, then view or edit its attributes (right panel) and its geographical coordinates (top of window). The results from
searching multiple shapefiles will be shown.
Note, however, that for a shapefile to be included in a search that fills this window, it must be
a visible layer -- that is, it must be listed with a check mark in the Layers window. In the current version of the program, it must also be a 2D point shapefile. A polygon shapefile, for example, can be searched for text in a table view, but the "selection" occurs only within the
table.
Outside of a table view there are a couple of ways to perform a search for point features. If
the Selected Points window is already open you can use the Find box at the bottom left to refill the window with matching items (or possibly to empty it):

This method is often convenient but you're allowed no options. The search is never casesensitive, and it looks for the specified string anywhere in the group of fields you've designated as the default search fields -- a property specific to each shapefile. You can specify
those fields in the Symbols dialog (button on the right panel of the Layers window).

Text Search Operations Dialog
When you need a more refined search, possibly to add to the selection, click the binoculars
icon in the program's toolbar. This opens the Text Search Operations dialog shown below.
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Hopefully most of it will be self-explanatory. If you adjust the layers and fields searched in the
dialog's top half, then those settings will only affect subsequent searches from this dialog, not
the quick find box described above. You can, however, use the "Save as Default" button to
change the default search fields for the shapefile highlighted in the "Layers Searched" box.
Also be aware that changes made in the "Fields Searched" box will only affect the search of
the highlighted layer. You may need to select several layers to make adjustments. Normally a
project will remain configured so that the top half of the dialog can be ignored for most
searches.

Note that the Find box has a drop-down window that let's you select from up to 8 text strings
(with matching criteria) that were last used successfully in a search from this dialog. Search
history is a project setting that's optionally saved in the NTL file.You can enable or disable this
option via the "Save and restore search history" item in the program's "Preferences > Preferences for this document" menu. You can also empty the list at any time by right-clicking in the
Find box and selecting "Clear search history."

8.2

Selection Based on Edited Status
When a 2D point shapefile is opened as editable in WallsMap (the default mode), and
changes to locations and/or attributes are actually made, the program updates another file
that should be considered part of the shapefile set. This file, with extension .DBE, is basically
a set of flags indicating which records have been added, deleted, relocated, or edited. Although useful for selection purposes (see below), this is not critical information. The flags are
cleared in a freshly exported shapefile, or when records are appended to another shapefile in
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a Copy to layer operation. They can also be cleared explicitly, either for an entire shapefile
(Layers window context menu) or for individual records (Selected Points window context
menu).
At any time, possibly in a different session, you can select and operate on points in accordance with their edited status. This is done by selecting View | Select edited features from the
program's main menu:

The DBE file is specific to WallsMap and will be ignored by other GIS software. Its main benefit is that you can review the set of edited points even when timestamp fields are absent.
Also, the deleted points can be selected and individually restored.

8.3

Editing Records
Selecting Point Features for Editing
As illustrated in the Getting Started topic, you can select records for editing in any of several
different ways. For example, while exploring the map you can right-click a displayed symbol
and select the topmost option from a pop-up context menu. Another way is to click a toolbar
icon (white arrow with small rectangle) and left-drag a rectangle enclosing the points of interest. There's also a text search dialog (accessed via the binocular toolbar icon) where you
can search attribute fields for text using a variety of options. Finally you can select multiple records by selecting rows in a table view and choosing either "Open as selected points" or "Add
to selected points" from the table's context menu.
With all these methods, matching points are displayed in the Selected Points window where
they can be individually examined. The names (labels) of selected points appear alphabetically in a tree diagram on the left side, their parent branches indicating the corresponding layers:
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Here you can directly edit both the location and attribute fields of a feature highlighted in the
tree. Only when you move away from a feature, say by selecting a different tree branch, are
changes committed to files. Until then, the Reset Attr button (at bottom of window) and the
Undo Reloc button (at top-right) let you undo any edits.
Like the Layers window, the Selected Points window is resizable and can stay open while you
perform other operations, such as panning and zooming the map view. For example, when a
feature is highlighted in this window you might want to change its location to a recognizable
place on the map. You can do this by repositioning the view as necessary and right-clicking
the map at the desired new location:

Besides point relocation, the pop-up menu offers the choice of creating a new point with attributes initialized to have the same values as the highlighted point. To create a new point
with blank attribute values, highlight a root of the tree (the shapefile's title) before right-clicking on the map.
After adding or relocating a point visually, you may want to adjust the resulting location via the
edit boxes at the top of the window. When you make changes in those boxes, however, you'll
need to click the Relocate button for the changes to take effect. Note that as long as you stay
positioned at a point, successive relocations can be undone in reverse sequence via the Undo
Reloc button.
Instead of directly editing the individual coordinate fields, you'll often find it more efficient to
transfer, with a single paste operation, a pair of coordinates copied from another source. This
could from another shapefile record in the project, from the map view's Center on Point dialog, or directly from a web mapping application. (See examples.) The copy/paste options are
selections in the right-click context menu for a highlighted tree item as shown below. In this
example the Paste coordinates selection is disabled (grayed) because the program notices
that the Windows clipboard doesn't contain what it would recognize as a valid coordinate pair.
What it looks for and accepts are a variety of common formats used for a pair of geographical
coordinates, including Lat/Long forms that aren't ordinarily displayed, such as as N 30° 25'
30.5", W 97 15' 2" or simply 30 25 30.5 -97 15 2.
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Editing Memo Field Content
Both in the Selected Points window (as shown above) and in a table view, memo fields appear as pushbuttons followed, possibly, by a fragment of text representing the first portion of
the memo's content. In the Selected Points right panel there is space for a single indicator just
left of the button. It's either a tilde (~) indicating presence of a set of linked image files, an asterisk indicating a non-empty text memo, or a blank if the field is empty. If it's a tilde, left-clicking the button opens the image preview window. When there's no tilde, or if you right-click the
button, the text editor window opens to display the field's content.
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While relatively basic in capability, the editor does allow switching between plain text and rich
text formats, the latter being compatible with programs like WordPad and Microsoft Word. It
also has a Save to file function that creates a file with the appropriate extension -- either txt
or rtf. The suggested output file name in the save dialog will be of the form "Texas Public
Caves_#2_REPORT-Bracken Bat Cave.rtf." Note that the shapefile name, record number,
field name, and record label is represented in this name, which of course you can change.
When a database has multiple contributors the maintainer might need to compare two different versions of a long report. The program currently doesn't support more than one open editor window, but for such comparisons this would be of limited value anyway. Instead we have
the Compare with last saved function. When enabled it launches a compare/merge program
with the contents of two memo fields displayed side-by-side: the current memo at left and the
last saved memo at right. The launch operation involves the creation, without prompting, of a
file to store the current memo using the above naming convention. The compare program
(the specific one used being a preference setting) will then highlight any differences. It might
also allow you to edit either side, in which case you can load the result into either memo field
using the Replace with file option.
Options related to the editor, such as colors, type styles, and initial opening mode can be set
in the Text Editor Preferences dialog accessed via the program's main menu (Preferences |
Text editor preferences). That dialog contains a Text compare program: Options button that
lets you specify which program, if any, is available for comparing memo text. The program
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used by default, if it's installed, is the open source WinMerge. For more details on this option,
see Comparing Memo Field Text.

Creating an Image Memo
Finally, note the button labeled Image Mode at the editor window's lower left. It's enabled
when an empty memo (or one that already contains image links) is first opened. Its purpose is
to the replace the editor window with an empty Image Viewer window, one with an entirely different interface. From the Windows file manager you can drag and drop (or copy and paste)
image files to this window. There are also context menu options for adding information such
as titles and captions.
A memo with image links contains standard text, but it's formatted a special way, such that
when the memo's button is left-clicked the thumbnail-style viewer will open instead of the editor. (If the text editor happens to be open with a different memo, it won't be affected.) To ascertain the simple format we use for image memos, right-click the memo's button to view or
edit the text directly. Some types of changes, such as fixing a misspelled photographer's
name, might be easier to perform while in editor mode using the search-and-replace function.

Editing Attributes in a Table View
Opening a table view of all or part of a shapefile makes in-place editing of field values possible. It's the only way, currently, to edit shapefiles that aren't of type 2D point. One must be
careful with table edits, however, since it's easy to make changes that can't be undone. Unlike
the Selected Points form, moving away from a cell will commit the change. For this reason,
the table's window has a checkbox to enable editing. (If you find the checkbox disabled, you'll
first need right-click the shapefile's title in the Layers window and select Allow editing this file.)
When browsing the attributes of a 2D point shapefile, you'll often find it convenient to select
several rows, right-click on one of them, and choose either Open as Selected Point(s) or Add
to Selected Points. You'll then be able to use the Selected Points dialog to modify the assigned coordinates. Any special attribute fields that may exist (coordinates, timestamps, etc.)
will appear in both table and form views, but only as grayed text. Such fields are never directly edited.

Record Deletion vs. Removal
Note the "Delete record" option in the above context menu. It's also present in a table view's
context menu. This operation flags the selected records in a standard way so that thereafter
programs will ignore them. By default, WallsMap will skip deleted records when exporting
shapefiles. In a table view it's possible to Reload the table content so that the deleted records
are visible as rows with asterisk prefixes. Also, the menu option View | Select Edited features
can open deleted points in the Selected Points window. Whenever deleted records are visible
they can be selectively undeleted.
To remove a record from a database using the Compare with other layers function, one does
not delete the record in the shapefile being edited. The convention this program has adopted
for scheduling a removal is to simply edit the label field, inserting an asterisk (*) as the first
character. Once the shapefile is received and processed by the primary database manager,
the record will be gone from the master shapefile and its key permanently retired.
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Transferring Coordinates from One Point to Another
A quick way to relocate a point to the position of another point is by right-clicking a tree item in
the Selected Points window and choosing Copy coordinates or Paste coordinates from the
pop-up menu. The copy operation, when creating text for the Windows clipboard, uses the
format you've set for the location edit boxes, such as Lat/Long and NAD83. The paste operation simply inserts the clipboard's text into the edit boxes without regard for coordinate system
and datum setting. The paste isn't allowed, however, if the program doesn't recognize the text
as a pair of numbers. After a paste, you can either click the Relocate button to actually move
the point and update the map view, or click the Reset Loc button to undo the paste.
Special Case: Testing Datum Assumptions
Using the coordinate copy/paste operation you can test for common datum errors with just a
few mouse clicks. For example, if you suspect that a NAD27 UTM GPS reading was mistakenly assumed to be WGS84 (or equivalently NAD83) when it was stored in the shapefile,
perform the following steps while the point is highlighted in the Selected Points window:
· Set the format for the location edit boxes to the questionable datum and associated coordinate type -- NAD83 and UTM in this example.
· Right-click the point's label in the window's left panel and select Copy coordinates.
· Change the datum setting for the edit boxes to the other possibility (NAD27) and perform a
Paste coordinates operation.
· Click the Relocate button (knowing that you can undo the relocation).
As you click Relocate, examine the map view. If the feature's marker moves to a place you
like better, you may have corrected a set of UTM coordinates for which WGS84 was wrongly
assumed. In Central Texas the placemark will have shifted 205 meters north and 35 meters
west. Here you're checking the possibility that UTM coordinates were tagged with the wrong
datum. Perhaps surprisingly, the size of the location shift is different when testing a datum assigned to Lat/Long coordinates. For locations in Central Texas, changing a Lat/Long datum
from NAD83 to NAD27 will shift the placemark 25 meters north and 30 meters west. Of
course, with either coordinate type, correcting a mistaken NAD27 assumption will produce a
shift in the opposite direction. When neither the original coordinate type or the "direction" of
the suspected datum error is known, you may want to test all four possibilities while examining the map's imagery.

8.4

Comparing Memo Field Text
Since only one text editor window can be open at once, WallsMap by itself doesn't allow a
side-by-side comparison of the content of two memo fields, each potentially containing a large
amount of text. The program can, however, launch an external utility to perform this function.
As the database manager, for example, you might use it to discover exactly what was
changed when reviewing a submitted shapefile update. The log file produced by the Compare
With Other Layers function will indicate that a memo was edited, but it may only show the first
of many changes in a long report. In that situation, assuming WinMerge with the xdocdiff plugin is installed on your system, I suggest the following steps:
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1. Open the update shapefile's memo in the editor, right-click the text and select Save to file
from the context menu. Accept the suggested file name in the file save dialog. If this is the
first compare operation for the session, you may want to navigate to a suitable folder for
temporary files, such as ...\TSS_Data\temp. The last "save to" folder will thereafter be the
default.
2. Open the release snapshot version of the memo, right-click the text and select Compare
with last saved from the menu. WinMerge should immediately launch (if it's not already
open) and display the release version in its left panel and the updated version in its right
panel. The text will be colored to clearly show any differences in content, even if the original text modes were different. (If either side is cluttered with the RTF codes of rich text, it
probably means the xdocdiff plug-in wasn't enabled via the WinMerge menu.) You can
leave WinMerge open for subsequent compare operations, with the program options set to
enable line-wrap by default and to not use multiple windows for file comparisons.
3. If you perform edits from within WinMerge, say by moving text from one side to the other,
you can save the edited version and then load it back into the update shapefile's memo using the editor's Replace with file option. If the original memo contained rich text, however,
you would then need to change the mode back to rich text and restore the formatting.
That's because WinMerge can't save the edited result as an RTF file. Once you see what
the compare reveals (step 2), the simplest option might be to make any needed fixes via
cut-and-paste.
By default, WallsMap will look for an installation of the free and open source WinMerge if you
haven't specified a different compare program under Editor | Text editor preferences in the
main menu. An alternative is the excellent Beyond Compare 3 (not free, but only $30 as of
late 2014). I use it for file and folder comparisons in all contexts except for this particular one.
Unfortunately, for comparing memo content it's less useful than WinMerge because it has no
option for wrapping the long lines found in reports. You must scroll horizontally to see the
specific differences, each paragraph being shown as a single line on the screen.
Another difference is that when Beyond Compare encounters rich text, it converts it to standard text and disables editing. WinMerge, on the other hand, ordinarily shows and let's you edit
the raw RTF markup. When reviewing differences in content, however, you'll probably want to
see standard word-wrapped text (especially if the text modes of the two memos aren't the
same), and for that you'll need to download and install the xdocdiff plug-in that allows
WinMerge to compare the plain text versions of RTF files. The plug-in can be set up so that
the conversion is automatic.
To try Beyond Compare 3, enter the path to Bcomp.exe in the dialog accessed via the "Options" button in the Text Editor Preferences dialog. Then enter "%1" "%2" for the command arguments.

8.5

Entering Accented Characters
A common subset of accented characters, á é í ó ú â ê î ô û ñ ü (both cases), can be entered
in text boxes using key sequences compatible with WordPad, MS Word, and some other editors. For example, to produce é press and release the CTRL and ' keys together, then press
the e key. The other characters are produced similarly, with either ', ^, ~, or : being pressed
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with the CTRL key held down prior to pressing the key for the unaccented character. This
should work in most dialogs as well as in the memo text editor.
In all dialogs except the memo text editor you can enter a copyright symbol, ©, by typing @
with CTRL pressed, then typing c. This might be useful, for example, when editing the Properties of a linked photo. (The text editor's behavior is currently controlled by a Windows component that doesn't recognize that particular shortcut.)

9

Export Operations
Exporting and Merging
Template File Format
Excel Spreadsheet Export
Google Earth (KML) Export
Converting Images to NTI Format

9.1

Exporting and Merging
Exporting an Entire Shapefile or a Subset of Records
The shapefile export dialog can be accessed in several different ways. An entire shapefile can
be exported by selecting its layer in the Layers window and clicking the "Export" button on the
right panel. A more flexible approach, however, is to click the "Open Table" button on that
panel. A selected subset of records, possibly with fields reordered and certain fields excluded,
can then be exported by right-clicking one of the highlighted records and choosing Export
shapefile from the context menu. Finally, you can load a group of features into the Selected
Points window (say by text search or by dragging a rectangle on the map), then select either
Export shapefile (for a direct export) or Open table for branch from the branch's context menu:
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In all cases the export dialog should look similar to the one shown below. If you want to use
this function to either change field types or add new fields, you must specify a modified template file of the type described in Template File Format. Simply deleting unneeded fields
doesn't require a template if you're exporting from a table view. Just hide those layers first by
selecting Column visibility table header's context menu, then be sure to check the box
labeled Or use table layout in the Export dialog as was done here:

Notice that a checkbox labeled Create 2D shapefile is enabled, not grayed, because the program recognizes that the source is not a 2D shapefile. Other possible types are pointZ, polylineZ, polygonZ, pointM, polylineM, and polygonM. The M types store (in the SHP file member) one extra number with each coordinate pair, a "measure" denoted by M. The Z types
store both M and a vertical component Z. Given that the program doesn't yet use or provide
access to these numbers, you might want to leave this box checked. The extra data will then
be removed, conserving space and making the 2D coordinates editable. (See Limitations.)
M and Z shapefiles are relatively rare, with most GIS programs treating them as if they were
2D. The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has been making state-wide polylineM
shapefiles available, where M is the interpolated travel distance along the road represented
by the polyline.The cave mapping program Walls optionally exports pointZ and polylineZ
shapefiles, where the Z values are elevations. A popular program for visualizing 3D
shapefiles is the ArcGIS 3D Analyst extension. Other programs, such as Global Mapper, can
convert 3D shapefiles to KML for viewing in Google Earth.

Copying Records from One Shapefile to Another
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Transferring records between shapefile layers is possible if the source and destination
shapefiles have compatible structures. This requires that at least one field name is common
to each shapefile, and that the types for matching fields are either 1) the same, 2) both either
C (text) or M (memo), or 3) both either C or N (numeric). This operation is currently enabled
only for 2D point shapefiles, but I plan to relax this restriction.
The Selected Points dialog is one place you can accomplish such a merge. First, select the
records from the source shapefile using a convenient method. Next, right-click the appropriate branch (or single leaf item) in the left panel of the Selected Points window and choose
Copy branch to layer (or Copy point to layer). You'll then be offered a list of suitable target
shapefiles -- that is, all project layers that are compatible and editable, possibly with their visibilities turned off. (If there are no such candidates, the option simply won't appear in the
menu.) Once you choose a target you'll be asked to confirm the copy -- a prompt you can disable for subsequent copies to the same target.
If the structures aren't identical apart from the order of fields, you'll be informed of the differences, warned if data truncation is a possibility, and asked to confirm the copy once again.
(This prompt can't be disabled.) If you proceed with the operation and truncation actually occurs, the first field and record number where this happened is reported upon completion.
If the Selected Points window is already displaying items from more than one shapefile, you
can also perform a copy operation by left-dragging either a branch or single item of one
shapefile to a portion of the tree representing another. When you use this method, the copied
items will disappear from the source shapefile's selection and appear as selected items in the
destination shapefile. This is still only a copy, not a move; records in the source shapefile
aren't deleted.
Another place to perform copy operations is in a table view, where the pop-up menu for highlighted rows will have a Copy selection to layer option when suitable targets are available.
There are two reasons why this might be the preferred approach. First, the selection can be
the whole table or any subset of rows, possibly non-contiguous. Second, the copied records
remain selected, so it's trivially easy to accomplish a move by right-clicking once again and
choosing Delete selection.

9.2

Template File Format
WallsMap supports a specially-formatted text file, one with extension .tmpshp, that can serve
two purposes. First, if it exists as one of the shapefile's components (i.e., with the same base
name), it can control how attributes are initialized, edited, and displayed. You can use it, for
example, to dynamically initialize fields with location-dependent data, to specify alternative
field values to be presented in drop-down lists, and to define text that appears when the
mouse pointer hovers over a field name.
Second, if it's selected as the template in an export operation, it can determine the attribute
table structure of the exported shapefile. When it's used this way you can restructure a
shapefile by changing the number and types of attribute fields. You can initialize fields with
constants, or values that depend on location, such elevations and quadrangle names. You
can also filter the records, selecting for output only the ones where one or more attribute
fields have any of a specified set of values.
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For the time being you'll need to use a text editor to do any customization. To start the process, perform an ordinary shapefile export (without specifying a named template file) while
enabling the option "Force creation of template component." (See Exporting and Merging.)
You might also check the "Initialize empty shapefile" box, since you likely won't need the actual shapefile output. This operation will create a .tmpshp file that reflects the existing structure, one that you can load into your text editor and change. Your edits must be compatible
with the format described in this section.
When a shapefile has a template component, you can review or edit it by right-clicking the
shapefile's line in the Layers window and selecting "Open <name>.tmpshp" from the context
menu. Before automatically launching your default text editor, the program informs you that
any changes you make won't take effect until the shapefile (or project) is closed and reopened.

Components of a Field Definition
The only lines in the file that are processed begin with a period, hence an attribute field definition would actually appear as shown in this generic description of a template directive:
.FLD name type fld_length[.deci
mals]

[<< src_name]

[=(value1|value2| [?
[;comment]
...)]
(...)]

(In these descriptions, optional parts are enclosed in square brackets. Since the sequence of
directive arguments are important for their interpretation, double-quotes must occasionally be
used to prevent separators like commas and spaces from changing the argument count. A
default setting can be represented by "" if other arguments follow it.)
There can be a maximum of 255 field definitions, each identified by the .FLD keyword. This
limit and the others described below are based on the dBase table format adopted by Esri,
the originator of the shapefile format.
name is the field's name in the shapefile's DBF component. A legal name can be up to 10
characters long and have no embedded spaces. It should consist only of uppercase letters,
digits, and underscores, with the first character being a letter. Some field names ending in an
underscore (e.g., DATUM_) are given special treatment by the program.
type is a single character that indicates type of field, either N (number), F (float with exponent), L (logical: Y/N), D (date: yyyymmdd), C (fixed-length text), or M (variable-length text, or
memo). Note that in general all field data is stored in the record as readable text, and the program won't reformat it for display purposes unless it's rich text in a memo field.
fld_length is the field's total length in characters. For N and F fields this number can have an
appended period and count of displayed digits to the right of the decimal point. For example,
specifying "12.3" would store the number -52.4 as "_____-52.400" in an N field and as "_5.240e+001" in an F field (with "_" denoting a space). Although WallsMap uses exponential
notation when filling F fields whenever possible, other programs may not. This shouldn't affect how the numbers are read and processed internally.
The maximum allowed fld_length and decimals components for N and F fields are 19.15 and
20.18, respectively. The maximum allowed length of type C fields is 254. Logical fields, date
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fields, and memo fields are forced to have lengths 1, 8, and 10, respectively. The record
length, which is the sum of all field lengths plus one, cannot exceed 4000.
<< src_name specifies that the value for attribute <name> should be derived from a field
named src_name in the source shapefile of an export operation. Without it, the field is considered new and will normally be blank filled. Note that field types C and M and types N and F
are compatible in the sense that one can serve as the source for the other. In all cases, depending on the specified field lengths, truncation of text or loss of numeric precision is a possibility. src_name can also take the form described below under Creating a Record Number
Field.
=(value1|value2|...) or =!(value1|value2|...) immediately following src_name specifies a set
of one or more field values for use as a filter. In the first case, if any one of these values
match the content of field src_name in an exported shapefile, the corresponding record is included in the export. The expression "=()" specifies that a non-blank field content will be sufficient for inclusion. In the second case (=!(...)), the record is included if the field content fails to
match any of the values. Although a selective export can be accomplished from a table view,
selection via a template can be convenient if it's an operation that's done often. Also, a commonly-used template can be be named "Export_shapefile name.tmpshp", such that whenever
you select it by browsing a folder's content, the Output file box of the Export dialog is automatically filled with the desired output pathname -- that is, the template's pathname with "Export_" is removed.
?(..) is an optional control expression beginning with "?(" and ending with ")" that can override the blank filling of new fields. It can also define special field attributes recognized by
WallsMap during editing operations as long as this file, with extension .tmpshp, is kept alongside the shapefile's other components. Possibilities include displaying alternative choices in
list boxes and retrieving location-dependent values (county names, elevations, etc.) from another layer in the project. The control expressions are described below under Controlling a
Field's Behavior.
Note: The ?(..) control expression, when present, is the only part of a field definition that the
program examines when the template is used as a shapefile component.

Creating a Record Number Field
Programs that upload shapefile data to GPS receivers (or convert shapefiles to GPX files)
normally require that you supply the name of a text field to be used as a waypoint identifier or
name. This field must store values unique to each record, and this uniqueness must be preserved when the text is truncated to the maximum length supported by the receiver model.
(For a Garmin GPSmap 60CSx this limit is 14 characters.) The following definition, for example, will add such a field in an export operation:
.FLD LABEL C 30 << |AK%03u.|NAME
The text inside the bars on either side of the number format specification, "%03u", and the
source field name, "NAME", are all optional ingredients. In this example, if record number 19
has value "Cenote Agua Gudalupana" for field NAME in the source shapefile, then
"AK019.Cenote Agua Gudalupana." will be stored in the LABEL field. If this record were uploaded to a Garmin 60CSx using the free program DNRGPS, the shortened waypoint identi-
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fier derived from LABEL would be "AK019.Cnt Ag G." A different program might simply truncate the text in LABEL, which is the case with Garmin's MapSource software.

Controlling a Field's Behavior
When a .tmpshp file is opened as a shapefile component, the only parts of FLD definitions
that matter are the field names and the contents of optional ?(...) expressions. By contrast,
when a .tmpshp file is selected for an export operation, the ?(...) expressions are processed
only when they don't follow a source field name specification. They will, however, be preserved in the .tmpshp component that's created for the exported shapefile, thereby passing
on any special field behavior. For field definitions without a <src_name> they can specify how
the fields should be initialized, both during export and when the shapefile is later appended to.
This feature is likely to be expanded with more options, but here's what's currently implemented:
Initializing fields with a constant value
Place the value, number or text, within a pair of vertical bars. In this example the source
shapefile's record is ignored if the template is used in an export operation:
.FLD STATE C 40 ?(|Texas|)

Location-dependent Initialization
If this is a point shapefile, you might want a field to be automatically filled with a value obtained by matching the point's location with features in another project layer. (This needn't be
a visible layer). The following example causes the program, when initializing the COUNTY
field, to search for a record in a polygon shapefile, Texas_Counties.shp, whose corresponding polygon contains the point. If one is found then that record's NAME field is used as the
source; otherwise the field is initialized with Unknown. Note that when the template is a
shapefile component the initialization occurs dynamically, both when a record is relocated and
when a new record is created.
.FLD COUNTY C 14 << COUNTY ?(|Texas_Counties::NAME|Unknown|)
The control expression of this example, however, is ignored when the template is used in an
export operation and not as a shapefile component. In the former situation the value for
COUNTY is copied from the COUNTY field of the source shapefile. If you instead wanted to
initialize a new field with the export (or to ignore existing field values), you would omit the "<<
COUNTY" portion of the definition.
More than one polygon shapefile can be examined to retrieve an initialization value. For example, if used in an export template the following directive defines a new field with text values
obtained from whichever shapefile record, if any, corresponds to a polygon enclosing the exported point. In this case, three geologic map shapefiles are examined in succession to determine a rock unit abbreviation. Since there is no trailing default value, say "|Unknown|", the
field is left blank when no such polygon is found.
.FLD ROCK_CODE C 10 ?(|EA_Geology::GEO_ABBREV|N_Bexar_Geology::GEOLOGY|
GAT_250K::ROCKUNIT|)
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It's also possible to initialize a field with an elevation if a digital elevation model (DEM) image
of the right format is included in the project. Currently the only supported DEM image type is a
specially-configured NTI file, one with an associated file component (extension .NTE) storing
the actual elevations. In the example below, the control expression tells WallsMap to find the
topmost DEM image whose extent includes the point's location, then retreive the corresponding elevation in feet. (It could be meters.)
.FLD ELEV_FT N 5.0 << ELEV_FT ?(|*.nti::feet|)
When location-dependent initialization is active outside of an export operation, any change of
location (or record addition) will cause the affected fields to be reinitialized dynamically. The
user can, however, make changes to those fields after the relocation provided they haven't
been set read-only as described later in this topic. Currently dynamic initialization is only possible with fixed text (C) fields whereas memo fields can undergo location-based initialization
during an export.
Combo box display
The control expression in the following field definition causes a drop-down list of alternatives
to be shown whenever the user clicks the small button to the field's right:
.FLD ROCK_TYPE C 30 << ROCK_TYPE ?(|Carbonate|Gypsum|Granite|Sediments|Volcanic|,1)

An optional integer, separated by a comma from the list of alternatives, specifies which one is
to serve as the initial value in a new record. Here "Carbonate" is being specified as the default. If the integer is omitted, the field will initially be blank. In this example the user can also
enter any text into the field without opening the list box. We can modify this behavior by ending the control expression with ",RO" to force the user to accept one of the alternatives. In that
case the small button doesn't appear, the list box displaying only when the user clicks inside
the field (or hits the Enter key).
Setting fields read-only
Any field where no special behavior is being specified can be made read-only by ending the
definition with "?(RO)." Values in those fields will be displayed in gray. This can be useful for
key fields whose values are program generated. A field's read-only status can be overridden
during sessions where the program was invoked with the "-TS_OPT" command line option.
For details, see Name for Signing Timestamps.

Important Note about Memo Fields
When type M (memo) fields are specified, a .DBT file containing the actual text will be created
as one of the shapefile's set of components. An empty memo field requires just 10 bytes of
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space in the main table (DBF component) but a non-empty memo uses a multiple of 512
bytes in the DBT component.
Although WallsMap fully supports the display and editing of memo fields, as does mainstream
database programs like Microsoft Access and OpenOffice.org, typical behavior for a GIS
viewer is to tolerate their presence in the table while ignoring the DBT file. ESRI's products
have exhibited a range of behaviors, with recent versions of ArcMap simply refusing to open
shapefiles with memo fields.

Special Field Names Recognized by WallsMap
The following field subsets, whichever ones you specify, are automatically maintained by
WallsMap assuming it has sufficient information. If you choose to use them, their sizes and
types should be the same as those shown here. The values in these fields are always computed, never copied from a source. Nor can they be directly edited.
.FLD
.FLD

LATITUDE_
N
LONGITUDE_ N

12.7 ; Degrees latitude
12.7 ; Degrees longitude

.FLD
.FLD
.FLD

EASTING_
NORTHING_
ZONE_

N
N
C

12.2 ; UTM easting (meters)
12.2 ; UTM northing (meters)
3
; UTM Zone (e.g., 14N)

.FLD

DATUM_

C

5

; Datum (e.g., NAD83)

The two optional fields below are also handled automatically during record updates. They
store a 19-char timestamp, a space separator, and an editor's name or initials. For an export
operation you must specify a field length in the range 25 to 50. If the same timestamp field exists in the source shapefile, it is always copied unless it is explicitly initialized with either ?(|
yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss <name>|) or ?(||) following the field length. If it doesn't exist in the
source, the field will be blank-filled unless you initialize it -- either explicitly or by entering a
name in square brackets following the field length. The bracketed name will cause a
timestamp to be generated at the time of export.
.FLD

CREATED_

C

45

.FLD

UPDATED_

C

45

[exporter's name (25 chars max)] ; Created date/
time/name
; Update date/time/name

Unlike the location fields, the timestamp fields can be set to be directly editable during sessions where the program was invoked with the "-TS_OPT" command line option. The automatic updating of the UPDATED_ field is also suppressed when this setting is in effect. For
more information, see Name for Signing Timestamps.

Optional Directives for Specifying Label Field, Search Field, and Key Field
After the field definitions, several types of additional field properties can optionally be assigned:
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.FLDLBL <field_name>
.FLDSRC <field 1>
H

<field 2> ...

The .FLDLBL directive names a default field to be used for the record's label. Without this directive in a template, the first non-memo field is taken as the default label field when the
shapefile is opened directly. If the user assigns a different field via the Symbols dialog, that
assignment can only be saved in a project script. If the shapefile is opened as an existing
layer during the loading of a project, the field specified in the project script (.NTL file) takes
precedence over a template assignment.
The .FLDSRCH directive specifies a default set of fields to be examined in a text search operation. The default initial set consists of just the label field. Like the label field, the set of search
fields is preserved in the project script.

.FLDK <field_EY
name>

<sort_fi <precision> <unk_lat> <unk_lon>
eld>
[pfx_shp::pfx_id_fld,pfx_fld] [unk_sort_val unk_pfx] [n]

This directive is required if "unlocated" records are to be recognized, or if the shapefile is to
be used as the reference in a compare operation. (See Submitting a Shapefile Update and
Processing a Shapefile Update.) It's best explained with an example: (Note the required use
of double-quotes.)
.FLDKEY TSSID COUNTY 6 32.2 -103.3 "Texas_Counties::NAME,TSS_CODE" Unknown
UNK 10
Here, the unique key field is TSSID, which in general can be of C or N (integer) type. The
second argument, COUNTY, specifies that the compare log will sort the mismatched record
list by label field values within COUNTY field values. It will also identify each item by <sort
field>: <label>. In this example, the COUNTY values are also used for the generation of new
keys as described below. This requires that any shapefile selected for comparison with the
reference have a COUNTY field as well as a TSSID field.
The next argument, "6", determines the precision used when comparing the latitudes and longitudes of point features. In this case, two locations would match if their latitudes and longitudes agreed to within 0.000001 (1/106) degrees. For backward compatibility, values of this argument outside the range 5 to 12 will be interpreted as 6.
Arguments, "32.2" and "-103.3", specify that features assigned geographic coordinates N
32.2, W 103.3 should be regarded by the compare function as having no location. Records
having this status also won't be subject to location-based initialization. If no features are to be
considered unlocated in this sense, specify "0" for both arguments.
The remaining arguments on this line relate to key generation. When creating an updated reference shapefile, the compare function can automatically generate keys for new records.
Those keys can be either of two basic types, the first being a fixed-length string of characters
followed by at least 4 digits filling the field. The TSS uses a 4-digit number prefixed with a 3© 2018 David McKenzie
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letter county code. As specified in this example, the function obtains the code by taking the record's COUNTY field value and searching for it in the NAME field of Texas_Counties.shp. The
matched record in Texas_Counties will then have a field named TSS_CODE containing the
prefix. Since the length of this field is 3 and the length of field TSSID is 7, it's determined that
the key is a 4-digit number with a 3-character prefix. If the highest-numbered key for a feature
in Bandera Co. is BAN0292, the next key assigned to a feature in that county will be
BAN0293.
The directive's last three arguments are optional. If the COUNTY field contains "Unknown",
the Texas_Counties shapefile is bypassed and "UNK", is taken as the key prefix. When the
location of a new or relocated feature is outside the boundary of its designated county and at
least 10 meters distant, a caution message is written to the compare log. This check of location occurs if Texas_Counties is a polygon shapefile, one that's likely also being used for location-dependent initialization of the COUNTY field.
The second kind of key that can be auto-generated is an n-digit numeric string with an unchanging m-character prefix, the length of the field being m+n. If field length is 7 and m is 2,
"US00126" is a valid key. While m can be 0, n must be at least 4. For this type of key, the prefix is specified explicitly:
.FLDKEY ID STATE 6 0 0 0 "US"
To specify pure integer keys, enter a pair of double-quotes ("") as the last argument. If the key
field is of type C, leading zeros instead of spaces will be inserted to fill the field. Finally, if
there are no arguments following the coordinates, the compare function won't assign new
keys.

.FLDIGNORE <field name>

["|<shp_name>::<shp_field>|"]

This directive, of which there can be several, specifies a field to be ignored by default in a
Compare with other layers operation. An optional second argument can specify a polygon
shapefile layer (and field) to use for initializing <field name> when an updated reference is
being created by the compare function. See Initialization of Ignored Fields under Processing a
Shapefile Update.

Field Descriptions to Appear as Tooltips
Finally, the file can have lines starting with .FLDDESC, each having this form:
.FLDDESC

<field name>

<Line of text documenting the field'd content>

Whatever field descriptions you provide must appear after the field definitions, their order respect to each other being irrelevant. The program will display them as tooltips when the
mouse pointer hovers over a field name. Note that the entire description, including keyword
FLDDESC, must appear on one line. To force a line break within a tooltip, embed "\n" (without
the quotes) within the single line of text.
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Excel Spreadsheet Export
Within table views another export option, Export to Excel spreadsheet, is presented in the
table's context menu. This can be useful when you don't want to distribute precise location
data. Also, if the recipient's GIS software doesn't support memo fields, an XLS spreadsheet
might be more useful than a shapefile since it can store up to 32K characters in a cell. The
fixed-length character fields of typical shapefiles are limited to 254 characters.

As when exporting to a shapefile, only the selected (highlighted) rows will be included in the
export, the number indicated in the dialog's title. So typically you'll first be right-clicking the
table (any row) and choosing Select all. Again, you can sort the table and rearrange or exclude columns prior to invoking the dialog. But in this case there is no "use table layout" option; it will always be used.
If you are exporting memo fields, the program will truncate the text when its length exceeds
the limit you specify. In such cases you'll see a dialog like the following when the operation
finishes:
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Google Earth (KML) Export
In table views and in the Selected Points window, the Locate in Google Earth context menu
item has a submenu item named Options. If you choose that instead of Fly direct, you can
specify the attribute fields (if any) to be used for constructing the descriptions that appear in
GE when the user left-clicks a placemark icon. The placemark symbols for multiple-point exports and single-point exports can be specified as two URLs via a preference setting. (See
Google Earth (KML) launch options.) The two screenshots below show the KML Options dialog followed by what might appear in Google Earth.
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Note that in this example the COMMENTS field is included in the KML, which for this particular project would likely be a poor choice. A large report can cause too long of a delay after the
click and before the description window appears. Also, the dialog itself doesn't yet provide a
way to modify the descriptions. For now we can only choose the fields that will be included
and preview the result.

9.5

Converting Images to NTI Format
Whether georeferenced or not, any raster image the program can open can optionally be converted to an NTI file. This is basically a container for individually-compressed 256-pixel x 256pixel tiles. When large image files are likely to remain as background layers in a GIS project,
there's no reason not to perform this quick operation. Since the NTI format was designed for
efficient caching and screen display at different zoom levels, you'll likely see a significant gain
in speed.
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The NTI export dialog (shown above) is accessed by clicking the Export button in the Layers
window whenever the image layer is highlighted. The dialog lets you specify a rectangle in the
original image, one that defines the region to be exported. No rescaling will occur; you're
simply choosing which pixels to be included. Here you can also modify the suggested output
file pathname. When you're experimenting, you may want to add a suffix to the name to indicate which tile compression options were chosen. In this example, the option in effect is
JPEG2000, with the degree of "lossiness" such that image data will be compressed to about
5% of its uncompressed size.
When the operation completes you'll see a report like the following:

If you're interested in quickly comparing a lossy-compressed exported file with the source (or
with other exported versions), check one of the two boxes labeled Open file and Add layer to
project. The first choice allows a side-by-side comparison, with views optionally synchronized.
The second choice, which is enabled only for georeferenced images, is to add the new file to
the source file's layer set. This let's you see the effects of lossy compression by toggling visibility check boxes in the Layers window. If there's no need to compare, you can check a third
box labeled Replace source layer. This will remove the source file from its layer set and insert
the new file in its place. No disk file is deleted.
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Compression Options

The Options button in the NTI Export dialog opens the dialog shown above. There are four
compression methods to pick from. The two lossy ones are appropriate for most background
imagery, where uncompressed data sizes can range from tens of megabytes to tens of gigabytes. By allowing some information to be discarded, we can usually compress data to 3-10%
of its original size without there being a perceptible loss of image detail or quality. With a
lossless method we can't expect much better than a 50% compression ratio. Since export operations and on-screen comparisons can be performed fairly quickly, one can experiment to
find the best balance between space savings and quality.
WebP is a lossy image format recently introduced by Google. Unlike the default JPEG2000
option, for which you specify a target compressed data size, the WebP option accepts a
"quality" specification between 20 and 100. (The 100 setting is not the same as lossless; the
format actually has a lossless variety but it's not implemented here.) You can also pick one of
six profile settings (Default, Picture, Photo, Drawing, Icon, and Text) that supposedly tailor the
algorithm to the type of image. These are the same settings offered by Google's open source
compression program, cwebp v0.3.1. When applying them to GIS files of various kinds, I
haven't yet noticed a significant advantage in using profiles other than Default.
JPEG2000 offers size choices ranging between 1% and 50% of the uncompressed data. It
also has a setting, labeled Best lossy, that instructs the compression algorithm to search for
what it considers to be a good balance between quality (lack of image degradation) and size
reduction. Most likely this setting will produce a larger file than what you would need for sufficient quality. Finally, at the bottom of the drop-down list, you'll see a Lossless setting. More
often than not, I've found that option to be less effective than LOCO-I for tile compression.
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LOCO-I is the best method I've found for compressing 256-pixel x 256-pixel tiles losslessly,
especially if the source image is a 24-bit color photo. For drawings, or scanned topos, which
usually have large areas of uniform color, the better-known Deflate (zip) method might perform better. Since both methods can benefit from the application of a simple transformation of
the Red, Green, and Blue 8-bit color bands before they're acted upon, an Applied RGB Filter
option is available (see above). The R-G, G, B-G choice usually works best in my experience.

Special Case of Paletted Image Files
Regardless of the chosen compression method, if the source image is paletted (colors stored
as byte indexes into a 256-color palette), a full-resolution copy of it is stored in the NTI file using the lossless deflate method. Only the smaller-resolution copies (overviews) are compressed using the chosen method. This isn't the case with 24-bit RGB images, where both the
full-resolution copy and the overviews are subject to lossy compression if that was the choice.
This means that when you view converted USGS topographic map images, which are normally paletted, you'll see no image degradation at zoom levels greater than 50%. (At smaller
zoom levels an overview is displayed.) Also, no image information is lost if you later decide
to use the exported NTI as the source for a new NTI export, where possibly different compression settings are used to create the overviews.

SSIM Computation
With both the WebP and JPEG2000 options you can choose to compute a Structural Similarity (SSIM) index for the purpose of experimentation. The larger this number, the less image
degradation (at least of a certain kind) will have been caused by lossy compression. The calculation of SSIM, which is based on a grayscale version of the image, is complex enough to
quadruple the processing time, but thereafter the index will be available for display in the NTI
file's Properties window. You can use it along with visual inspection to compare the effects of
the various compression options.
Since SSIM is calculated only for the full-resolution portion of an NTI file (and only for whole
tiles), the option is disabled for paletted images where only the overviews are lossy compressed. The option is also grayed out for the lossless methods, all of which would produce
the largest possible SSIM value of 100.

Recommendations
My tests indicate that JPEG2000 is about 50% faster than WebP when compressing but
somewhat slower than WebP when decompressing. While visual quality and SSIM values are
comparable for similar-sized output, the compression artifacts are qualitatively different. For
example, JPEG2000 can give a blurry or mottled effect to areas with near-uniform color,
whereas WebP tends to smooth out variations that might, in some cases, be considered useful detail. These effects can favor either method over the other depending on the type of image and the degree of compression. Given what I've seen so far, I would recommend WebP
for scanned line art, such as topos and drawings, and JPEG2000 for aerial photography.
Also see Generating NTI Files for Efficient Viewing in the Getting Started section.
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Keeping the Database Current
A shapefile compare function greatly simplifies database maintenance in a multi-user setting. Regional data managers can make improvements to downloaded snapshots of the database using WallsMap, periodically sending edited shapefiles and other file types to the person
responsible for maintaining the master copy. The process at each end is described in the following topics:
Submitting a Shapefile Update
Processing a Shapefile Update

10.1

Submitting a Shapefile Update
A function named Compare with other layers simplifies, for a contributor, the task of consolidating record updates for sending to the primary database maintainer. While it's basically a
compare function, it can quickly produce a ZIP update archive containing only the necessary
records and files. It also writes a detailed log showing precisely what changes were made.
The following tutorial assumes you're a Texas Speleological Survey data manager compiling
data for some region of Texas.
With the TSS_Data project loaded in WallsMap, open the Layers Window and right-click on
the reference shapefile that was supplied with the downloaded project. It should be an unedited snapshot of the entire database, with the release date being part of its name.
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If option Compare with other layers appears in the menu, the shapefile meets the basic requirement for being the reference in a compare operation. That means it has a template component identifying the key field needed to link comparable records. This attribute field, which
is normally maintained automatically and never manually edited, will be populated with unique
non-blank values. For another shapefile to be compared against the reference, it must have
an attribute field with the same name, type, and length as the reference's key field. In this situation, where we're preparing an update as opposed to receiving one, the compared
shapefiles will have originated from the same snapshot, so their structures should exactly
match that of the reference.
The key field used by the TSS is TSSID, a 4-digit integer prefixed with a 3-character county
code, such as VAL0175. The program obtains this information when it processes the reference's template component (TSS All Types_2014-02-03.tmpshp). The template's FLDKEY
directive also specifies that items in the log will be sorted by NAME (label field) within
COUNTY, and also that features with coordinates north of latitude 32.2 and west of longitude 103.3 will be regarded as being unlocated. When the database is updated, all unlocated features will be assigned these coordinates.
Unlike the reference shapefile, the compared shapefiles can have new records with blank key
values. Those records will have a CREATED timestamp tagged with the editor's name. Other
records that have been revised will have a similar UPDATED timestamp that's newer than
that of the corresponding record in the reference.
In this example, the shapefiles of interest are five visible ones grouped under folder TSS Categories. They aren't required to have these names, nor must they reside in the same disk
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folder. They should, however, be stored in a folder where their file links are valid, allowing the
retrieval of any new files for the archive. Before initiating a comparison, make sure that these
shapefiles have checked visibility boxes. That allows them to appear in the dialog that opens
when you select Compare with other layers:

Initially, all visible shapefiles suitable for comparing with the reference shapefile will appear
on the left side under Candidate Shapefiles. As specified in the reference's template component, they will be point shapefiles having TSSID as one of its fields. They will also have the
COUNTY field that's required for key generation when the update is processed.
Note that we've moved the five shapefiles that we normally edit to the dialog's right side using
the middle set of buttons. We've left one candidate unselected because it wasn't meant to be
compared. In fact, including it with the others would cause the compare operation to detect
duplicate keys and terminate with an error message. The selected set of shapefiles must collectively have records with either unique keys or empty (blank) keys.
Although five shapefiles have been selected, only a single shapefile will be generated by the
compare function. It will lump together all the new and revised records found in the selected
set and produce UPD_Reddell_2014-02-17.shp, storing it both inside and outside the ZIP file.
The only reason we're comparing the reference against multiple files is that a TSS database
release contains both a complete snapshot and an editable copy of it in the form of five different map layers. At least initially, the layers are distinguished by karst feature type, but since
karst type is also an attribute field value, and one that can be edited, the particular source
shapefile of an updated record is of no concern to the person processing the update.
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The option Create updated reference is for use by the database maintainer. As the submitter
of the update, you should leave it unchecked since you want the output to include only the records you've changed.
You should leave option Log outdated records checked. This will insure that even records
that don't have newer UPDATED timestamps are compared with the reference's versions and
listed with a caution message if differences are found. There shouldn't be any if you've
chosen the correct shapefile to compare with other layers, the latter originating from the same
database snapshot. In any case, outdated records will not be included in the update you're
creating.
Values for an optional set of ignored fields (see button at dialog's top-right) won't take part in
the comparison, nor will they appear in the log. Ordinarily, if there are any ignored fields, they
will have been identified in the reference's template component, in which case you'll routinely
leave this dialog setting unchanged.
In addition to choosing whether or not to create a ZIP as opposed to just a log, you may want
to change the suggested Base pathname for the output files. The program constructs a suggestion based on this format:
<path of reference shapefile>\UPD_<editor's last name>_<current date>
You can store the files anywhere, but I recommend you choose either the reference's folder or
a sibling folder at the same level. That's because the generated shapefile (the copy of it remaining outside the ZIP) would then have valid file links. It's convenient to be able to add it to
your project and examine it along with the log file. You might discover mistakes that you,
rather than the maintainer, can easily fix.
When you click the Compare button in the above dialog, a summary message similar to this
should appear after a few seconds:
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At this point you can choose "No", in which case the program will optionally open UPD_Reddell_2014-02-17.txt in your text editor. The log is a detailed summary of the compare results,
listing all proposed record additions and updates. When reviewing a lengthy log you may
want to first search for "*** NOTE" and "*** CAUTION" (or simply "*** ") to see what the compare function considered worthy of your attention. For example, a common mistake is adding
a new record for a feature that already exists in the database, possibly in a different category
or with a different location status. In the TSS database, this is suspected when a new record
has the same NAME and COUNTY as that of an existing record.
If you respond "Yes" to the above prompt, you'll soon you'll see another prompt with a bit of
additional information about the requested ZIP:

That many new linked files is unusual for a single update. In fact, in this demonstration I've
used the compare function to summarize all changes made to the TSS database over a twomonth period beginning Dec 1, 2013.
Finally, choosing OK initiates archive creation. After a few more seconds, during which the
names of added files scroll by rapidly, you should see this:

The ZIP file can be sent by email, if small enough, or placed in a cloud storage folder if you're
sharing one with the database maintainer. An alternative is to remove some or all of the image files from the ZIP and send them as separate email attachments, either individually or in
groups. The pared-down archive will likely be small enough to email.
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While it's important to link submitted image files to the appropriate database records, ideally
placing them in the folder structure TSS has adopted, I suggest contributors not resize the
files unless they're too large to be sent as attachments. When they are received, most image
files are archived for the TSS collection before being conditioned for the TSS_Data project.
The linked photos and map scans are optimized for screen viewing, with the file extension being changed in some cases. The body of the original file name is preserved. The benefit of
resizing and changing formats is a dramatically smaller project, with images that load faster
and look as good or better on screen.
To see how an update archive is handled on the receiving end, see Processing a Shapefile
Update.
General Usage Note: For other applications of the compare function, the reference and compared shapefiles might well have different attribute table structures. Only the fields with
matching names are examined in that case. Also, the types (fixed character vs. memo) and
lengths of compared fields don't have to match exactly. Field values are reformatted as necessary for the output shapefile, which will have the same structure as the reference. Values
for fields not present in the reference are discarded. Values for fields not present in the compared shapefiles are either copied from the reference or set blank when a record is being added. These features can be useful for the maintainer when processing an update, or in general when merging data from multiple shapefiles.

10.2

Processing a Shapefile Update
This section assumes that you've read Submitting a Shapefile Update, which shows how a
contributor, say a data manager for a county, can quickly prepare an update archive for sending to you, the database maintainer. A shapefile in the archive will contain only the records
that the contributor modified. The archive will also contain the new files linked to those records, which is convenient since the the folder hierarchy is preserved in the ZIP file.
On the receiving end you'll use the Compare with other layers function in almost the same
way. The reference shapefile is actually an up-to-date master copy of the database, perhaps
one that hasn't yet been published. It could very well contain updates the current contributor
hasn't seen. Also, the reference will be compared against just one shapefile, the one extracted from the contributor's update archive. The compare dialog might appear as follows:
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Another difference is the checked box labeled Create updated reference. As the label suggests, both revised and unrevised records will be copied to the output shapefile, with unique
keys assigned to the new records. Only the maintainer processing an update will want to select this option, which creates a new database snapshot -- in this case, one named TSS All
Types_2014-01-27. The new snapshot might be named differently if you'll shortly be using it
as the reference for processing another update. The output shapefile must have a different
name than that of the current reference.
It is especially important that you leave option Log outdated records checked. That's because the contributor could have edited records originating from an older snapshot. To prevent records with older (or identical) UPDATED timestamps from being ignored, you may
need to edit them yourself to incorporate information added by another contributor. This will
refresh their timestamps, insuring they will be used for the new snapshot.
Although creating the snapshot and ZIP prematurely would be harmless, you can first perform
the operation with boxes Include shapefile and Create updated reference unchecked. That
will create just a log detailing what records and specific field values would change if the records in TSS All Types_2014-01-10.shp were replaced with the corresponding ones in
UPD_Atkinson_2014-01-26.shp. Note that this log will likely differ from the one the contributor
produced, which is contained in the update archive, UPD_Atkinson_2014-01-26.zip. As you'll
see below, it's important that you base your review on the log you've generated.
Clicking "Compare" in the above dialog will perform the file scan and generate a log
namedTSS All Types_2014-01-27.txt. The next prompt summarizes the results:
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Initially you'll select "No." Then, at the next prompt, you'll select "Yes" to have the program
open the log in your text editor. While reviewing the log, you may want to make changes to a
few records in the update shapefile, and for that reason I suggest temporarily changing the
editor's name in the Name for Signing Timestamps dialog to the contributor's name. I recommend against routinely disabling timestamping.
Non-trivial changes might involve merging information supplied by different contributors. For
example, beneath the list of changed field values in a record, you might see this caution message:
UPDATED_ |2013-12-30 21:04:21 George Veni --> |2013-12-28 07:15:17 G. Atkinson|
*** CAUTION: Although revised, the record's UPDATED time is earlier than that of the reference. It won't be used.
As it stands, this record will be ignored when the updated reference is written. But this could
be a mistake. In fact, in all cases where the reference shapefile's last updater (name at left) is
not the current contributor (name at right), you'll need to take a closer look. Even if Veni's edits had been older than Atkinson's edits (producing no caution), Atkinson couldn't have seen
them if they were newer than the reference he used to create his update shapefile. By examining the log inside the update zip you can determine the date of that snapshot, which will
appear on a line near the top of the file:
Reference Shapefile: TSS All Types_2013-12-01 (Date: 2013-12-01, Key Field: TSSID)
This tells you that Atkinson's snapshot was too old for him to see any edits made by others
after that date. For guidance on how to merge the information others may have provided, you
can examine Atkinson's log entry for that record to see what fields he actually edited and what
their prior values were. If he made only a minor correction, you can replace the update record
with the reference's version, then repeat or copy that correction. As a general rule you should
only revise the update shapefile and never the dated reference, which should be set non-editable.
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To help determine whether or not a proposed memo field update needs to be reconciled with
other updates, you can perform a side-by-side comparison using a utility designed for this
purpose. This can be as easy as a few mouse clicks in quick succession. The compare feature is described under Editing Memo Field Content. If the log shows that a long report stored
in a memo was updated by the contributor, and you would like to see exactly what was
changed, you can compare it against the same snapshot the contributor used. But in any case
you want to compare it with the version in the current snapshot, and that's usually sufficient.
You can do this very quickly as described in Comparing Memo Field Text.
Beneath the compare log's list of changed records will be the list of new records, if any, showing the values of non-empty fields. Recall that records with empty key values are recognized
as new records by the compare function. Unique keys will be assigned after the log is written
and you've chosen to continue with shapefile and ZIP creation. A directive named FLDKEY in
the reference's template component specifies how a key is constructed.
In the information listed for a new record you might see this:
*** CAUTION: The COUNTY and NAME field values match that of a record in the reference:
UVA0232.
In the TSS database it's not often that two different karst features in the same county have
identical names, so you'll need to examine this record closely to avoid a possible duplication.
The use of generic feature names, like "cave lead" can cause this message. More seriously,
another contributor could have already added the feature, with the addition being newer than
the contributor's snapshot. Or perhaps the existing record was missed because the feature
was in a different category, or was unlocated and not visible in the map view. Another possibility is that the current contributor changed a feature's category from, say, Shelter to Cave,
and instead of moving the original record to the Cave shapefile (copy to layer, then delete),
decided to create a new record for it. This would cause a duplication if the old record was deleted from the shapefile instead of flagged for removal (NAME prefixed with asterisk). Unfortunately, these kinds of mistakes are hard to catch when the proposed name doesn't exactly
match that of the existing record.
To repair such duplications, you'll need to replace the blank key with the one already assigned. Then you can run the compare function again to see if a merge of information is
needed. (To override the read-only status of the key field, you can either edit the update
shapefile's template or use the advanced option described in Name for Signing Timestamps.)
A similar situation that might require a manual key assignment is indicated by this message:
*** CAUTION: The following records have non-blank keys not found in the reference:
UVA0239 Uvalde: unnamed sinkhole
. . . etc.
This means that another contributor removed the record (and thus the key) from the database, perhaps realizing that the "unnamed sinkhole" was already represented by a different
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record. Such records will not be exported at all, nor will their field contents be listed in the log.
You'll need to check the update shapefile to see if any new information for this feature was
added, and if so, determine where it belongs.
In the section of the log listing changes to existing records, you'll occasionally see a note similar to this one:
COUNTY

|Terrell| --> |Crockett|

*** NOTE: Changing the COUNTY value will require that the database maintainer create a
new key.
Since the COUNTY value is used for key generation, you're alerted whenever it changes. If
the new county is recognized as one existing in the Texas_Counties shapefile (or the name
Unknown reserved for unlocated features), the compare function on the maintainer's end will
automatically replace the key with a new one. Otherwise the process of creating a new snapshot will abort with an error message. The contributor might see the note in the log, but no action is required if the change is legitimate.
Once you're satisfied with the condition of the update shapefile, you can run the compare
again and confirm that you want to proceed with ZIP creation.

The compare log will have listed, within each record summary, the pathnames of files whose
links were either added or removed. The new pathnames also appear at the end of the log in
two groups: "Accessible Files" and "Inaccessible Files (links broken)." If there are files in the
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latter group, you'll know that you haven't finished copying files from the update archive to their
standard locations (possibly reconditioning them in the process -- see below). In any case,
your final step might be to open a table view of the output shapefile, right-click on each of the
appropriate memo field names and select "Find broken image links."

Initialization of Ignored Fields
The Compare dialog in the above example will show that no ignored fields have been selected. Those would be fields whose values are either copied straight from the reference or initialized. Since their values in the compared files are ignored, you'll see nothing about them in
the compare log. If you use this feature routinely, you can insert one or more FLDIGNORE
directives in the reference's template component, with each specifying a field to ignore by default. The directive also has an optional initialization parameter that's relevant only when
you've selected the Create updated reference option. For example, in the directive
.FLDIGNORE PROTECTION "|TNC_Protection::TNCMEMO|"
TNC_Protection is assumed to be a polygon shapefile layer with a field named TNCMEMO. If
an output record's point is found inside the polygon of a record in TNC_Protection, then the
PROTECTION field of the output record will be initialized with the content of TNCMEMO. The
source and destination fields in this case can be memo fields. The initialization only happens
in new records and in records whose locations are being revised. The PROTECTION field,
like the key field, is not intended to be directly edited. A major benefit of this feature is that the
TNC_Protection shapefile, which can be very large, doesn't need to be part of the released
database project.

Exporting Category Shapefiles from the Snapshot
The final step in preparing a database project for release might be to split the new snapshot
into a set of editable shapefile layers based on the values of certain fields -- convenient for labeling, toggling visibility, and targeting searches. This is most easily done by opening the
snapshot by itself and then exporting it using a set of prepared export templates. The TSS
uses specially-named templates, such as Export_TSS Caves.tmpshp, Export_TSS Sinks and
Cavities.tmpshp, etc., to select only specific records in the snapshot to include in the output.
The templates accomplish this with directives containing expressions of the form "=(value1|value2|...)" following a source field name. The only significance of the special names is that
whenever a template with prefix "Export_" is selected by browsing a folder's content, the Output file box of the Export dialog is automatically filled with the correct pathname, say ...\TSS
Caves.shp. This saves time and helps avoid errors.

TSS Conventions Regarding Image File Size and Format
Upon receiving an update, you might consider the approach TSS has taken with image files.
The "Save for Web" function in Adobe Photoshop has proved to be an effective tool. For map
images, the preferred format is PNG-8 (8 colors if grayscale or up to 256 colors if not). This
isn't the standard "true color" PNG, or PNG-24, which is generally good for archiving. If the
original is a 2-color bitmap, it must be converted to grayscale before it's resized. After resizing
it should have the resolution needed for a viewer to see all important details and text, possibly
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after opening the file as a document and zooming to specific regions. The widths of map images, therefore, can range from 600 to 5000 pixels or larger. For photos, JPEG (JPG) remains the best format option. The longest dimension of a linked photo is typically 600 to 800
pixels, with a few reaching 1024 pixels.

11

Texas Speleological Survey Project
TSS Database Overview
Karst Feature Categories
Database Field Descriptions
Automatically Maintained Fields

11.1

TSS Database Overview
The Texas Speleological Survey karst database was maintained for many years as a Microsoft Access database, with the data residing in a table with about 70 fields. In 2009, the
TSS adopted a round-tripping process to more easily manage the data as geographical information. Two TSS-specific programs were developed for transferring data between the Access table and a WallsMap project named TSS_Data. WallsMap could then be used for entering new karst features, visually verifying locations, and adding links to documents and image files. In early 2014, a new general-purpose feature, Compare with Other Layers, made it
possible to completely remove Access from the maintenance loop. (See Keeping the Database Current.)
Each record in the database corresponds to a location of interest in Texas, normally that of an
entrance to a cave or similar geologic feature. In some cases, however, we don't have a good
approximation for location. To represent such features in the TSS_Data project we've reserved a dummy location in the SE corner of New Mexico. Like other features, their attributes
can be searched for and their records edited.
When you explore the Texas project you'll find caves without valid coordinates, but with data
in other fields that would narrow the location to a ranch, USGS quadrangle, or maybe to
within a few kilometers of something with a known location. The database has a field named
COORD_ERR that stores a horizontal location uncertainty in meters. As of Oct, 2014 more
than half of the records had uncertainty values assigned. About 17% of the more than 13000
features in the database were without approximate coordinates, with another 2% having uncertainties of at least 500 meters.
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Since it's our policy not to publish exact cave locations, we obviously have to limit distribution
of the TSS database as a complete GIS project. Authorized users will need to access a password-protected website to download setup programs for either the database or this TSS edition of WallsMap. Without having to log in each time to check if their versions are current,
they can open the WallsMap About box and click on the displayed link. This will open a page
showing the two release dates and a link to the protected download site.
For a summary of the information stored in the database for each karst feature, see Database
Field Descriptions.

TSS_Data Project Layers
The TSS_Data project is a mixture of several useful geographical datasets, including the essential karst shapefiles. Its various components (layers) will appear similar to what's shown
below when the Layers/properties window is opened:
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This layer arrangement is what might be chosen by someone making corrections and additions to the database. This is done by editing just the five shapefile layers named TSS Caves
(caves and entrances), TSS Sinks (sinks and cavities), TSS Shelters, TSS Other, and TSS
Springs. (See Karst Feature Categories.) Also provided with the release version are three
shapefiles having exactly the same information. The only purpose of TSS Maps and TSS
TexBio is the convenience (particularly right after an update) of being able to highlight with
distinct symbols either the caves with images or the caves with TexBio fauna lists. The TSS
All_Types shapefile contains everything, and is useful both as a backup and as a way to explore a table view of the entire database.
Normally the three redundant layers are set read-only (note the vertical bar prefixes) and their
visibilities are turned off (boxes unchecked). That way we can't mistakenly update them or select their records in a text search. Although the records in these layers will become outdated
as edits are made to the five essential shapefiles, I don't believe the extra effort required to
keep them in agreement is justified, especially since one serves as a backup and all three can
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have their visibilities turned off as shown above. It's trivially easy for the data manager to create the extra layers with TSS-Export, so it makes sense to include them with each new edition
of the project.
Note that the bottom layer shown in this example is a georeferenced raster image (NTI file in
this case) that users will have to obtain independently of the project download. That's also
true for the DEM/DRG image groups. (See Available Background Imagery.) Regional data
managers, for example, will likely have some combination of DOQs (aerial photos), DRGs
(topo scans), and DEMs (elevation model NTI files) covering their areas of interest.
With the project set up this way, it's easy to add new records and to edit existing records. To
add a shelter, for example, just right-click the map view at the approximate location of the
shelter and choose the appropriate shapefile target. The possible targets presented will be
point shapefiles that are both visible and editable:

The Selected Points dialog will open and from there you can refine the location and enter the
appropriate attribute data. You'll notice that the TYPE, COUNTY, and QUADRANGLE fields
will already be filled in and will update automatically as you tweak the location. If the location
is within the extent of a loaded elevation model image, the ELEV_FT field will also be initialized. (The image doesn't have to be a visible layer.)

Instructions for Entering Data
While table-style editing of attributes is possible, most record revisions are done via the form
in the Selected Points dialog. In fact, all record additions and coordinate edits must be done
using this dialog. Since the shapefile format limits field names to ten upper-case characters,
the TSS shapefiles have custom templates that provide more information about what a field
should contain. To access it let the mouse pointer hover over a field's label, either in the
Selected Points window (shown here) or in a table view:
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The custom templates also cause the automatic filling of fields COUNTY, TYPE,
QUADRANGLE, and ELEV_FT. The initial value for TYPE will depend on the shapefile being
edited. Filling of the others will depend on location, with elevations being obtained from an appropriate DEM image layer if one is present.

Removing Records
To remove a record from the database, one does not delete the record in the shapefile being
edited. The convention we've adopted for scheduling a removal is to simply edit the label field
(NAME in this case), inserting an asterisk (*) as the first character. When the edited shapefile
is processed by the database manager, the corresponding record in the master database
snapshot will be deleted and its TSS ID permanently retired.

11.2

Karst Feature Categories

TSS Feature Definitions
The following set of definitions are used to categorize features in the TSS database, with each
record being assigned to one of these categories via the TYPE field. While the categories are
fairly broad and not perfectly distinct, their records can be placed in separate shapefiles for
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selective display and symbol assignment. They are also used when compiling statistics and
satisfying data requests.
· CAVE: A naturally occurring, humanly passable subsurface cavity at least 5 meters in traverse length, where no dimension of the entrance exceeds the length.
· SINK: A naturally occurring, closed depression or vertically oriented opening. Its dimensions are at least human-sized, but its subsurface extent does not fit the definition of a cave.
· CAVITY: A karst cavity that does not fit the definition of a cave, sink, spring, or shelter.
· SHELTER: A naturally occurring, humanly enterable horizontal recess in a cliff face created
by an overhang. Either the height from floor level of the overhang or its horizontal extent
along the cliff face is larger than the maximum distance from its front edge to the back wall.
· SPRING: A naturally occurring cavity or area from which water emerges.
· ENTRANCE: An alternate cave entrance.
· OTHER: Geological or anthropomorphic features of significance not fitting any of the above
descriptions.

Notes:
· A record can be assigned only one basic feature type (see above image), even though a
cave or shelter can also be a spring. For indicating that a spring is present, there is a Yes/
No field in the shapefile named HAS_SPRING.
· The database has some records (about 4% in 2014) for which the karst type is unknown or
was never specified. Those are indicated by a question mark appended to a guessed type
name, such as "Cave?." While the question marks don't affect shapefile assignment, the
County Karst Totals page on the TSS website will list the counts of such features under the
"Undefined" column heading.
· Cave systems will normally be represented by a single Cave record for a chosen primary
entrance and one or more separate Entrance records for the remaining entrances. The
TSS_Data project has a shapefile named TSS Caves that includes both Cave and Entrance
records.
· Small solution pockets, enlarged fractures, conduits in cliff faces, and similar structures
were never considered sinks, so several years ago Cavity was added to the list of basic
karst types. Since Sinks and Cavities are features of roughly similar importance when compared to the other types, we've placed them both in a shapefile named TSS Sinks and Cavities. This makes it easier to toggle their appearance in WallsMap and to exclude them from
searches when appropriate. Entrances are included with Caves in the TSS Caves shapefile
for much the same reason.
· The OTHER_TYPE field (30 characters) can be used to further describe the type of feature.
It should always be used when the basic type chosen is "Other." For cavities also, we would
want to use it to indicate the type of cavity.
· Currently about 4% of the records in the database originally never had a definite type assignment. In the TYPE field, therefore, you might see "Cave?", the question mark indicating
uncertainty.
· In WallsMap, these definitions appear in a pop-up window when the mouse pointer hovers
over the field name (TYPE). The program retrieves them from a custom shapefile component, a text file with with extension .tmpshp. The other fields also have these pop-up "tool
tips" to indicate what kinds of values are expected.
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Database Field Descriptions
The editable attribute fields in the WallsMap TSS_Data project are listed below. The next
topic, Automatically Maintained Fields, describes ten additional fields that are displayed in
gray and can't be directly edited.
The fields are listed in the order they currently appear in WallsMap, either as a form on the
right side of the Selected Points window or as columns in an initially-opened table view (the
table can be rearranged). The Tooltip is what's displayed when the mouse pointer hovers
over the field's name in the Selected Points window. (See top image in Editing Records.) The
Notes are important items of information that may not be obvious.
NAME

Tooltip: Cave or feature's name (should be unique within county)
Type: 60 chars
Notes: Used for map labeling, and is one of two default fields for text
searches. If the first character is an asterisk (*) then this record will be
deleted from the master database when an update shapefile is processed. Our convention for records that locate one of several entrances to a cave system is to enter the system and entrance names
separated by a comma. Example: "Longhorn Caverns, Sam Bass Entrance"
OTHER_NAM Tooltip: Alternate names separated by commas
E
Type: 254 chars
Notes: One of two default fields for text searches
COUNTY
Tooltip: County name (or "Unknown")
Type: 14 chars
Notes: Filled automatically when a record is added (or relocated)
TYPE
Tooltip: Karst feature types -Cave: A humanly passable subsurface cavity at least 5 meters in traverse length, where no dimension of the entrance exceeds the length.
Sink: A closed depression or vertically oriented opening. Its dimensions are at least human-sized, but its subsurface extent does not fit
the definition of a cave.
Cavity: A karst cavity that does not fit the definition of a cave, sink,
spring, or shelter.
Shelter: A humanly enterable horizontal recess in a cliff face created
by an overhang. Either the height from floor level of the overhang or its
horizontal extent along the cliff face is larger than the maximum distance from its front edge to the back wall.
Spring: A naturally occurring cavity or area from which water
emerges.
Entrance: An alternate cave entrance.
Other: Geological or anthropomorphic features of significance that do
not fit any of the above categories.
Type: 10 chars (one of the above 7 alternatives, with possibly a question
mark appended)
Notes: For features whose type is unknown or unspecified, it's OK to append
a question mark to the most likely type. The type will then "Undefined"
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when compiling statistics for the TSS website. Also see the Notes section under Karst Feature Categories.
Tooltip: If type is "Other" or a special case, enter a descriptive term: Fossil
spring, Well, Mine, Railroad tunnel, etc.
Type: 30 chars
Notes: Can also be used to further characterize a cave, cavity, sink, etc.
Tooltip: Cave's surveyed length in meters. H or T can be appended to indicate
a Horizontal or Traverse length as opposed to an unspecified type.
Commas can separate multiple length types. Example: 5.5H, 10T
Type: 20 chars
Notes: Corresponds to three numeric fields in TSS2000.MDB. A number
without a T or H suffix specifies the "Survlen-Unspecified" field value in
the MDB record. Leave blank if feature is unsurveyed.
Tooltip: Cave's explored length in meters. As with surveyed lengths, H or T can
be appended to specify a Horizontal or Traverse explored length type.
Type: 20 chars
Notes: Corresponds to three numeric fields in TSS2000.MDB. A number
without a T or H suffix specifies the "Explen-Unspecified" field value in
the MDB record. Can be left blank to indicate that the explored length
is the same as the surveyed length.
Tooltip: Cave's surveyed vertical extent in meters
Type: 10-chars (integer or decimal number)
Notes: Leave blank if feature is unsurveyed.
Tooltip: Cave's explored vertical extent in meters
Type: 10-chars (integer or decimal number)
Notes: Can be left blank to indicate that the explored depth is the same as the
surveyed depth.
Tooltip: Elevation in feet of the main or datum entrance
Type: 5-char integer
Notes: This field will be initialized automatically if an elevation model NTI layer
covers the new (or relocated) feature's location.
Tooltip: USGS 7.5' quadrangle name

Type: 27 chars
Notes: Filled automatically when a record is added (or relocated)
SYNOPSIS Tooltip: Concise description of the cave or feature
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Normally no more than one line of text
COMMENTS Tooltip: Detailed report, optionally including author, description, history, biology, geology, archaeology, paleontology, meteorology, conservation,
and bibliography.
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Format varies, but can be a long report in rich text format, can paste
from Word, etc.
MAPS
Tooltip: Links to scanned map images in folder ..\TSS Maps. (CTRL-left-click
button to open editor instead of viewer.)
Type: memo storing specially-formatted links to image files
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Notes: To add maps to an empty field, click the field's button to open the editor, then click "Image Mode" and follow instructions. By convention,
map images are stored in folder TSS Maps, which is at the same level
as the shapefile's folder, TSS_Data.
PHOTOS
Tooltip: Links to photographic images in folder ..\TSS Photos. (CTRL-left-click
button to open editor instead of viewer.)
Type: memo storing specially-formatted links to image files
Notes: Add links to photos the same way as described for the MAPS field. The
image files should reside in folder TSS Photos, which is at the same
level as the shapefile's folder,TSS_Data.
FAUNA
Tooltip: James Reddell's TexBio fauna list
Type: memo (specially formatted rich text)
Notes: This field is not intended to be manually edited. From time to time it will
be automatically filled by a program (BioExport) that processes
James's TexBio files. Note that a species name is sometimes prefixed
with one of these characters: $ - type locality, * - sight record, ? - very
small specimen possibly representing an undescribed species
SOURCE
Tooltip: Persons or references with information on this feature
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Normally this is the person who submitted the information for inclusion
in the database.
LOCATION Tooltip: Directions to the cave
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Can be a narrative description or a distance and direction to the
nearest landmark.
OWNER
Tooltip: Owner's name and contact information
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Probably should also include an "as-of" date.
MORE_INFO Tooltip: Additional information not normally part of comments. (Management
info, survey data, news articles, etc.)
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Note that memo fields can have active internet links as well as links to
local documents, such as PDFs (maps or reports). You can enter these
links via the text editor's right-click context menu: Insert | Link to local
data file...
SPEC_INST Tooltip: Special instructions including hazards.
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
COORD_SRCTooltip: Source of coordinates (name and/or method: USGS topo, DOQ,
Google Earth, GPS, etc.)
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
COORD_ERRTooltip: Estimated horizontal position error in meters, such as EPE from GPS
Type: 6-chars (integer or decimal number)
Notes: Can be as large as 5000 meters if the area contains few caves and
such an approximate location would be helpful. (A maximum hasn't
been decided on.) A good GPS location will typically have an expected
error of 3-5 meters.
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ENTRANCES Tooltip: Total number of entrances
Type: 3-char integer
Notes:
ROCK_TYPE Tooltip: One of the following rock categories (or a description) -Carbonate: limestone or dolomite
Gypsum: gypsum, gypsite, selenite, or a similar rock
Granite: granite boulders or talus, syenite, etc.
Sediments: soil, silt, sand, caliche, clay, or similar material
Volcanic: lava, rhyolite, tuff, volcanic breccia, or similar material
Type: 30-chars
Notes: Although the above 5 choices appear in a drop-down list box, with
"Carbonate" being the default for new records, we can enter any text in
this field.
ROCK_CODETooltip: Geologic unit abbreviation maintained automatically by searching a
series of polygon shapefiles in a specified order, ending with the
statewide GAT_250K.
Type: 20-chars
Notes: The program dynamically assigns a code when a point is added or relocated. The set of
geologic shapefiles searched for is specified in the .tmpshp file. Since
those shapefiles can be absent or out-of-date, this field is routinely
reinitialized by the database manager.
EXP_STATU Tooltip: Exploration status: Complete, Open passage, Dig, Blast, Sump, Dome
climb, etc.
S
Type: 14-chars
Notes:
REPORTED Tooltip: Date cave was first reported (yyyy-mm-dd)
Type: 10-chars
Notes:
DESTROYED Tooltip: Date cave was destroyed (yyyy-mm-dd)
Type: 10-chars
Notes:
AREA
Tooltip: TSS area (could be a ranch, hill, creek, or subdivision)
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
GEAR
Tooltip: Gear needed to explore cave
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
NEED
Tooltip: Needs management, ecological or hydrogeological study, information
for (or from) USFWS, BCCP, etc.
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
PR_CONTAC Tooltip: Who to contact in case of a data request
T
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
GEOLOGY Tooltip: Geologic formation, group, age, and other details.
Type: memo (variable length text)
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Notes:
STATUS
Tooltip: Open, filled, gated, covered, closed, sensitive or proprietary controls
on cave data, etc.
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes:
PROTECTIO Tooltip: Proprietary conservation status information from Texas Nature Conservancy
N
Type: memo (variable length text)
Notes: Conservation easement information for this location provided by TNC.
This field is filled automatically when updates are processed and
shouldn't be manually edited.
RUMORED Tooltip: Cave is rumored or information is sketchy
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
AESTHETIC Tooltip: Cave is aesthetically significant (especially pretty)
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
ARCHAEO Tooltip: Cave is archaeologically significant
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
BAD_AIR
Tooltip: Cave has noticeably bad air
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
BATS
Tooltip: Cave contains bats
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
BATS_EX
Tooltip: Cave used to contains bats
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
BIOLOGICAL Tooltip: Cave is biologically significant
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
ENDANG_SP Tooltip: Cave is an endangered species locality
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
GEOLOGICA Tooltip: Cave is geologically or mineralogically significant
L
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
HISTORICAL Tooltip: Cave is historically significant
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
HYDRO
Tooltip: Cave is hydrologically significant
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
PALEO
Tooltip: Cave is paleontologically significant
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
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Notes:
PRESERVE Tooltip: Cave is part of a managed preserve or park (show caves not included)
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
PROPRIET Tooltip: Cave is proprietary, information cannot be given out without permission from the contact
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes:
SURVEYED Tooltip: Has the cave been surveyed?
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes: Existence of a sketch map isn't sufficient.
MAP_EXISTS Tooltip: Is there a map of the cave?
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes: Sketch maps can qualify.
HAS_SPRIN Tooltip: Cave is also a spring
G
Type: Yes/No (checkbox)
Notes: Applicable only to non-springs.
This list continues with a set of 10 fields whose values are automatically maintained. (See
next topic.)

11.4

Automatically Maintained Fields
The following 9 attribute fields can't be directly edited like the other fields. WallsMap will fill
them automatically when appropriate. The location and timestamp fields have specific names
ending in an underscore, which tells WallsMap to treat them in a special way. They can also
be useful in non-TSS projects, although other GIS programs will treat them as ordinary fields.
The TSSID field, on the other hand, is a normal field that has been set read-only and identified
as the key field in the shapefile's template component. For newly-added records the TSSID
field will remain blank until the data manager uses the Compare with Other Layers function to
create a new database snapshot. Once assigned, the TSSID will not be reused, even if the record is eventually deleted.
TSSID

CREATED_

Tooltip: Unique TSS identifier assigned separately, blank for new shapefile records
Type: 7 chars (3-letter county abbreviation followed by 4 digits)
Notes: Can also be blank if the feature is new, in which case a TSSID is assigned automatically
when the updated shapefile is processed. At least this field should be
included in shapefiles prepared to satisfy data requests.
Tooltip: UTC timestamp with editor's name, filled automatically when a new record is saved
Type: 45 chars
Notes: Formatted as "yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss name"
WallsMap prompts for the name if one hasn't been established for the
session or saved as a program setting on the computer. Many records
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have "TSS-Export" as the editor's name since they were established
prior to July 2009 when timestamping was fully implemented.
UPDATED_ Tooltip: UTC timestamp with editor's name, filled automatically when either a
new record or an edited record is saved
Type: 45 chars
Notes: Formatted as "yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss name"
As for the CREATED_ field, WallsMap prompts for the name if one
hasn't been established.
LATITUDE_ Tooltip: Latitude in shapefile's native datum, maintained automatically
Type: 11 chars (6 decimal places)
Notes: You change location via the map or by using the edit boxes at the top
of the Selected Points dialog.
LONGITUDE Tooltip: Longitude in shapefile's native datum, maintained automatically
_
Type: 11 chars (6 decimal places)
Notes: Same as above
EASTING_ Tooltip: UTM easting in meters and in shapefile's native datum, maintained
automatically
Type: 11 chars (2 decimal places)
Notes: The shapefile's native coordinate system can be either Lat/Long or
UTM
NORTHING_ Tooltip: UTM northing in meters and in shapefile's native datum, maintained
automatically
Type: 11 chars (2 decimal places)
Notes: Same as above
ZONE_
Tooltip: UTM zone (13N, 14N, or 15N), maintained automatically
Type: 3 chars
Notes: Same as above
DATUM_
Tooltip: Shapefile's native datum, either NAD27 or WGS84
Type: 5 chars
Notes: Normally the datum will be WGS84. The native datum can differ from
that of the map being viewed.
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